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Abstract 
Climate change has induced changes in key climate variables and hydrological cycle in Canada. In this 
study, future runoff projections made by 21 GCMs following four Representative Concentration 
Pathways (RCPs) are used as inputs into a macro-scaled hydrodynamic model: CaMa-Flood to 
simulate 25 km resolution daily streamflow across Canada for historical (1961-2005) and future 
(2061-2100) time-periods. Future changes in flood-hazard as a consequence of changes in flooding 
frequencies of historical 100-year and 250-year return period flood events, and changes in the month 
of occurrence of extreme flows are analyzed. Changes in flood risk  at Canada’s 100 most populous 
cities and 1072 regulated flow gauging stations are also estimated.  
 
Assessment results indicate that most of northern Canada, southern Ontario, southern British 
Columbia, northern Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan are projected with future increases in 
flooding frequencies. Updated return periods of historical 100-year floods are projected to be in the 
range of 10-60 years by the end of 21st century in these regions. Among the cities analyzed, Sault 
Sainte Marie (RCP 2.6), Saint Catharines-Niagara (RCP 4.5), and Halifax (RCP 6.0), and Sault Sainte 
Marie (RCP 2.6) are projected with largest increases in flood hazard, with an updated historical return 
periods of 4-year, 4-year, 1-year, and 4-year respectively. Highly populated cities like Toronto (RCP 
2.6 and RCP 8.5), and Montreal (RCP 4.5 and RCP 6.0) are projected with most increases in flood-risk 
whereas Kelowna (RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5), Hamilton (RCP 6.0), and Trois-rivieres (RCP 8.5) are 
projected with most decreases in flood-risk in future. Among the regulated flow gauging stations, 
Reindeer River Above Devil Rapids in Saskatchewan (RCP 2.6 and 6.0), Playgreen Lake at Entrance 
to East Nelson River in Manitoba (RCP 4.5), and St. Marys River at Sault Ste. Marie in Ontario (RCP 
8.5) are projected with most increases in flood hazard where the return period of historical 100-year 
 ii 
 
floods are expected to become 2-year return period flooding event by the end of 21st century. Similar 
observations are also made in case of 250-year return period flood events.             
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Climate change, Uncertainty, Flood frequency, Return period, CMIP5, Global Climate Models, 
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs), CaMa-Flood. 
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 Introduction 
This chapter provides introduction to the research performed in this thesis, outlines the objectives of 
this research, and identifies the theoretical and analytical contributions made in this work. Observed 
impacts of climate change on key hydro-climatic variables such as: precipitation, temperature and 
flow, across Canada are discussed first. This is followed by a brief introduction on common flood 
generating mechanisms prevalent in Canada. Research gaps from previous flow forecasting studies 
are identified and how this research fills this gap is explained. Finally, the research objectives and 
key contributions made by this research are summarized. 
1.1 Climate change and its impacts on Canada 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defined climate change as a detectable change 
in the state of climate that persists over a period of time (typically more than a decade). This 
phenomenon is distinct from weather changes, which sustain for much shorter time-scales. Both 
natural (such as periodic changes in solar irradiance) and man-made (such as GHG emissions, 
changes in land-use patterns etc.) sources are responsible for changes in climate however several 
studies have found anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions as the primary cause of climate change 
(Huber & Knutti, 2011; IPCC, 2007).  
Carbon dioxide is a major greenhouse gas and its concentration has been found to increase globally 
since the end of the 19th century as evident in Figure 1.1. Other prominent greenhouse gases such as 
methane, water-vapor, nitrous oxide etc., have also increased considerably in the past (van Vuuren et 
al., 2011a). Increased levels of greenhouse gases hinder the path of longwave radiations reflected by 
the earth’s surface, which results in increased temperatures near the earth’s surface. IPCC (2013) 
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have introduced four representative concentration greenhouse gas emission scenarios that represent 
possible range of future greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere. Different RCPs are 
defined by their total radiative forcing, a cumulative measure of human emissions of greenhouse gas 
(GHGs) levels by year until 2100.  GHG levels can vary considerably depending on different growth 
and conservation trajectories that the global society may take in future (Figure 1.1).  
 
Figure 1.1. Carbon dioxide emissions (left) and concentration (right) trends of carbon dioxide 
(source: van Vuuren et al., 2011a). 
Considerable changes in temperature characteristics have been recorded as a consequence of climate 
change in the past (IPCC, 2012). The current rate of increase in global average temperature is higher 
than any seen in the last 800,000 years (IPCC, 2007). Studies have found that increase in average 
surface temperature by 2 ºC due to the increase of carbon dioxide and human interventions in the 
past 35 years (NASA, 2017).  
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Figure 1.2. Trend of global average temperature since the 1860 (UCAR 2017). 
Changes in other key climate variables like precipitation, wind speed, cloud-cover etc., have also 
been observed. Hydrological response of any catchment is considerably influenced by the 
background climate. Climate change presents a threat to water resource availability across the globe.  
In a warmer climate, the water cycle is expected to become more intense. The warm air is able to 
hold more water vapor, which can lead to more intense rainfall events and can eventually cause 
extreme precipitation events.  Changes in precipitation as well as enhanced evaporation are likely to 
affect available soil moisture, which in turn is likely to affect key hydrological processes like 
interflow, groundwater recharge, surface flow etc. A warmer climate is also expected to induce early 
snowmelt and change the timing and magnitude of snowmelt-induced flows. Changes in flow and 
flooding patterns have already been noted in the historical records (Dankers and Feyen, 2009; Burn 
et al., 2010; Cunderlik et al., 2005; Dery, 2005) as a consequence of climate change. Extreme hydro-
climatic events such as: droughts and floods, are also expected to become more severe and frequent 
in future as they develop in a different atmospheric setting (Meehl et al., 2009). 
Temperature has been found to increase considerably over all regions of Canada. Over the period 
1950-2007, the annual mean temperature has been recorded to increase on average by 1.4ºC across 
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Canada. It can be seen from the Figure 1.3 that the strongest temperature increases have occurred 
over the western and northwestern regions of Canada, while the lowest warming has occurred over 
the eastern regions of Canada (Zhang et al., 2010). Changes in precipitation have been observed 
across Canada as evident in Figure 1.4. Precipitation has been found to increase considerably over 
northern Canada where most of the stations show significant increases in precipitation. 
 
Figure 1.3. Change in annual mean temperature across Canada over 1950-2007 (Zhang et al., 
2010). 
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Figure 1.4. Change in the amount of annual precipitation across Canada over 1950-2007 
(Zhang et al., 2010). 
 
Figure 1.5. Change in mean temperature over 1950-2007 in spring, summer, fall and winter seasons 
(Zhang et al., 2010). 
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Observed changes in climate variables are also found to be dependent on the season. For instance, 
historically observed changes in temperature for different seasons are presented in Figure 1.5. It can 
be noted that while the west coast has experienced most intense warming over winter and spring 
seasons, east coast has experienced most warming during the summer season. It can also be noted 
that in some cases for instance in the central regions of Canada on the fall season, a cooling trend has 
also been recorded. 
Changes in annual and seasonal precipitation have also been recorded across Canada. Southwestern 
and southeastern Canada is experiencing decrease in precipitation during winter season and increase 
over the Arctic appears to be occurring in all seasons except summer as seen in Figure 1.6. 
 
Figure 1.6. Change in the amount of precipitation over 1950-2007 in spring, summer, fall and 
winter seasons (Source: Zhang et al., 2010). 
With changes in climate variables like temperature and precipitation, flows in Canadian rivers are 
also expected to change. Burn et al. (2010) performed the analysis of trends in hydrological extremes 
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for 68 Canadian watersheds and found the changes to the frequency and magnitude of extreme 
events. Trends in high and low flows were analyzed. Annual and spring maximum flows were found 
to be associated with decreasing trends in flow magnitude as well as changes in the time of 
occurrence of the events. No consistent trend was obtained for low flows. Hydrological trends and 
variability have been examined for a network of 248 Canadian catchments across Canada in Burn et 
al. (2002). A decreasing trend in the annual maximum flows is obtained for catchments located in 
the southern Canada whereas an increasing trend in catchments located in northern Canada. Seasonal 
variations of flows were also detected across these catchments, wherein March, April, June and 
October were projected to show strong trends. While March and April months exhibited increasing 
flow trends with earlier spring snow-melt, June month exhibited decreasing trend in flows. October 
month flows were found to exhibit increasing trends in eastern and northern Canada and decreasing 
trends in western Canada (Burn et al., 2002). Dery et al. (2009) analyzed changes in runoff timings 
among rivers in western Canada due to climate change. Results indicated an extension of warm 
hydrological seasons in the glacial rivers of western Canada. Earlier onset of spring melt, decrease in 
summer streamflow and delay in onset of enhanced autumn flows. Considerable increase in 
streamflow was observed in the months of March and April over northern British Columbia and the 
Yukon Territories. Above studies provide observational evidence that peak flow magnitudes and 
timings are changing across Canada under climate change.  
 
1.2  Changing flood risk in Canada 
Floods are the most frequently occurring natural hazard in Canada. According to ICLR (2010), 241 
flood disasters happened between 1900 and 2005. Various mechanisms are responsible for flooding 
in Canada (Watt, 1989; Andrews, 1993). Most of the flooding occurs when the volume of water in a 
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river or any water body exceeds the capacity of the channel. Numerous factors affect the streamflow, 
and therefore the potential for flooding. Most important are the amount and type of precipitation, the 
nature and condition of the drainage basin, and climate. Flooding across Canada can be caused by 
natural as well as human-induced activities. Snowmelt runoff, rain on snow events, ice-jams, coastal 
storms, cyclones and hurricanes are examples of natural flooding sources. On the other hand, urban 
storm water runoff, structural failure caused by the complete or partial failure of engineered flood 
management structures such as, dams and levees etc. are the human induced flooding events. These 
common flooding events across Canada are explained briefly in Table 1.1.  
Table 1.1. Common types of flooding in Canada and generating mechanisms (Environment Canada, 
2008a, 1993; Hausmann et al., 1998; Sandink et al., 2009; Shrubsole et al., 2003, 1993). 
Type of flooding Mechanism description 
Snowmelt runoff Melting of snow accumulated in winter, storm-rainfall flooding and 
flooding due to ice jams often occurred with snowmelt runoff. Severe 
flooding may occur due to combination of rainfall with snowmelt 
flooding and if there is a sudden shift in temperature from cold to warm or 
warm to cold. This is a common type of flood type in Canada (Andrews, 
1993). 
Storm-rainfall Flooding occur due to extreme rainfall associated with convective storms. 
This type of flooding usually happens when the ground is saturated and 
the rate of rainfall is more than the capacity of ground to absorb the water. 
This type of flooding usually depends on intensity and duration of 
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rainfall, areal extent of the storm, topography of the drainage basin etc. 
Ice jams Floods result from temporary obstruction of river flow by the ice-
fragments within the channel during freeze-up and break-up periods. Ice 
jams during break-up periods are more likely to cause flooding (Andrews, 
1993). The failure of an ice jam upstream can cause sudden rise in water 
level and flow velocities downstream.  
Rain-on-snow  Rain-on-snow floods are the combination of snowmelt runoff and storm-
rainfall floods. The extreme event recorded along many Canadian rivers 
commonly is a rain-on-snow event (Church, 1988). Rain-on-snow flood 
events occur in all parts of Canada but particularly more severe in the fall 
season along the west coast and during winter and spring in the rest parts 
of Canada (Church, 1988). 
Natural dams Formation and failure of dams can also cause floods, but these events are 
localized and less frequent than other hydro-meteorological flooding. 
These large floods may cause enormous erosion and channel change 
along the flood paths for many kilometers downstream of a dam (e.g. 
Desloges and Church, 1992). 
Coastal flooding  Coastal flooding can occur on the coasts of lakes and oceans. This can 
cause due to high wind, combination of high estuarine flows and tides, 
storm surge, rising lake levels caused by winds and hurricanes.  
Urban flooding This includes flooding caused by overland flows (storm-water runoff, 
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riverine flooding), infrastructure flooding. This is due to the urban-
surfaces and the concentration of development. 
Structural failure Flooding caused by the complete or partial failure of engineered flood 
management structures such as, dams and levees. 
Groundwater This type of flooding may happen due to the groundwater level rise to a 
point when it exceeds the lowest part of the building called basement. 
Groundwater may enter into the basement of the houses by cracking the 
foundation walls and floors and cause basement flooding. 
 
Brooks et al. (2001) analyzed Canadian flood disasters that occurred over the period, 1990-1997 and 
found that Canada experienced a total of 168 flood disasters during this time-period. Provincial 
distribution of flooding events that occurred during is shown in Figure 1.7A. About 62% of flooding 
events were found to occur in four provinces: Ontario (37 events), New Brunswick (26 events), 
Quebec (23 events) and Manitoba (19 events). In particular, Saint John River basin (New 
Brunswick), Red river basin (Manitoba), Assiniboine River (Manitoba) showed recurrent flood 
disasters as evident from Figure 1.8. However, relatively few disasters have happened in the 
northern Canada, the Northwest Territories (5 events), and Yukon (3 events) where population is 
very sparse. From above discussion it can be pointed out that in Canada, the most populated and 
developed regions are exposed to frequent flooding events and hence the socio-economic cost of 
flooding disasters has been enormous in the past. It has been estimated that flooding in Canada has 
resulted in the deaths of at least 200 people and at least $ 2 billion of damage over the 20th century 
(Brooks et al., 2001).  
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Figure 1.7. The distribution of floods in Canada 1900-1997. Figure A shows the distribution of 
flood events in different provinces. Figure B shows the monthly distribution of flood events across 
Canada (Source: ICLR, 2003). 
Monthly distribution of flooding events that occurred between 1990 and 1997 is shown in Figure 1.7 
B. It has been found that 40% of flooding events that occurred over this time-period happened in the 
months of April and May, which coincides with the time of snowmelt in most Canadian rivers. This 
suggests that flood mechanisms such as: snowmelt runoff, ice-jams etc. may be responsible for these 
floods. Indeed, about 65% of all flood events that occurred during this time-period resulted from 
snowmelt runoff, storm-rainfall or rain-on-snow flood generating mechanisms (Brooks et al., 2001).  
Most of the flood events from January to March are the result of rain-on-snow during winter mild 
spells, June to November period floods are mostly due to rainstorm-runoff. In the months of August, 
September and October most of the flood events occur in eastern Canada caused by the hurricanes or 
their remnants. Very few events have occurred in the months of November and December across 
Canada (ICLR, 2003). 
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Figure 1.8. The location of floods in Canada 1900-1997 (Source: ICLR, 2003). 
Spatial distribution of flooding events that occurred during this period is shown in Figure 1.8. It can 
be noted that southeastern and southwestern Canada experienced considerably larger numbers of 
flooding events than other parts. Southern Manitoba, southwestern and northwestern British 
Columbia also experienced clustered flood events during this period. ICLR (2007) analyzed the total 
number of flood disasters that have occurred over the 20th century in different provinces of Canada. 
Temporal distribution of the flooding events that have occurred over the period: 1902-2012 across 
Canada are shown in Figure 1.9. A clear increase in flood disasters post 1950 can be noted from 
Figure 1.9. 
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Figure 1.9. Significant Canadian flood events for the duration 1902-2012. 
 
Figure 1.10. Number of flooding events happened for four most populated provinces of Canada over 
the period: 1990-2005 (Public safety Canada, 2007; ICLR, 2007). 
Ontario Quebec 
British Columbia Alberta 
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In Figure 1.10, frequency of flooding events over the period 1900-2005 is presented for four most 
populated provinces of Canada. Again, it can be noted that the total number of flooding events have 
increased in recent decades in all four provinces. This suggests possible influence of climate change 
on increasing flood hazard and risk across Canada. Above discussion provides scientific evidence of 
changes in hydro-climatic regimes across Canada. Due to continuous emission of greenhouse gases, 
this trend is expected to continue in future. There is a need to estimate future flows and quantify the 
uncertainty associated with the projections to be able to better manage anticipated future flood 
related disasters in Canada. 
1.3  Objectives of this research 
The objectives of this research are: 
 to project future changes in the frequency and magnitude of 100-year and 250-year return period 
flooding events across Canada; 
 to quantify changes in the monthly distribution of flooding events in future across Canada;  
 to quantify flood risk across Canadian cities and regulated flow gauging stations as a 
consequence of projected changes in flood magnitude, frequency, and timing;  
 to encompass the uncertainty imparted by multiple GCMs and emission scenarios in projecting 
future changes in flood hazard and risk across Canada. 
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1.4  Thesis organization 
Rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a review of previous studies that have 
analyzed changes in future flood risk at regional to global scales. Theoretical framework of the 
macroscale hydrodynamic model chosen for analysis in this study is also described in this section. 
Chapter 3 presents the methodology that has been adopted in this study to forecast future flood 
hazard and risk across Canada. The study area considered in this study is described in Chapter 4 
along with the data used. Chapter 5 presents the results obtained from this study along with relevant 
discussion. Lastly, conclusions made by this study and potential future work are summarized in 
Chapter 6. 
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 Literature review 
In this section, an introduction to the Global Climate Models (GCMs) and need for downscaling of 
GCM projections is provided, followed by a review of previous studies that have made future flow 
and flood forecasts at regional to global scales. This is followed by a detailed explanation of the 
state-of-the-art hydrodynamic model: CaMa-Flood, used in this study. Steps presented in this section 
of literature review for the generation of high resolution flow and flood risk assessment is listed 
below in the Figure 2.1. 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Literature on generation of high resolution flow and flood risk assessment. 
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2.1  GCMs and downscaling process 
GCMs (Figure 2.2) simulate earth’s climate using mathematical equations that describe atmospheric, 
biological, oceanic system, and their interactions.  
 
Figure 2.2. Conceptual structure of a GCM. 
 
In GCMs, the earth, atmosphere, and ocean system is divided into grids. Calculations are performed 
at each grid and hydro-climatic and atmospheric variables such as: precipitation, temperature, etc. 
are calculated (Wilby et al., 2009). Land surface schemes (LSS) within a GCMs host important 
energy budget and water balance calculations occurring within a GCM grid-cell. A list of land 
surface schemes used by different GCMs is provided in Table 2.1. The Canadian GCM, CanESM2, 
for instance uses the Canadian Land Surface Scheme, CLASS (Verseghy, 2009; Chylek et al., 2011) 
to simulate vertical energy and water balances of the soil, snow, and vegetation canopy layers. Basic 
prognostic variables consist of surface temperatures, liquid and frozen moisture contents of  various 
soil layers, mass, temperature, density and albedo of the snow pack (if present), temperature and 
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intercepted rain and snow on the vegetation canopy, temperature and depth of ponded water on the 
soil surface, and an empirical vegetation growth index. CLASS simulates these prognostic variables, 
and estimates other surface parameters such as albedo and surface radiative and turbulent fluxes 
empirically. Calculated variables are then passed back to the atmospheric component of CanESM2 
as inputs for the next time-step. This way the soil moisture and flow within each CanESM2 grid is 
calculated following a procedure that is fully coupled with the atmosphere. 
 
Figure 2.3. A description of CLASS land surface scheme (Verseghy, 2009). 
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Table 2.1. Leading Global Climate Models and their associated Land Surface Schemes 
and hydrologic approach involved. 
 
Spatial resolution at which simulations are performed in the GCMs are typically in the range of 300-
500 km. Therefore, local scale heterogeneity in geophysical conditions are not captured in GCM 
projections. Downscaling techniques have been used to obtain higher resolution climatic projections 
from lower resolution GCM outputs (Saraf et al., 2016; Olsson et al., 2016; Fiseha et al., 2012; 
Dahm et al., 2016; Souvignet et al., 2010; Teutschbein et al., 2010 etc.). Two classes of approaches: 
1) dynamic downscaling and 2) statistical downscaling have been used in the past. Dynamic 
GCM Country Land Surface Scheme Hydrologic 
Approach 
CanESM2 Canada CLASS (Canadian Land Surface Scheme) CLASS 
MIROC-ESM Japan MATSIRO (Minimum advanced 
treatments of surface interaction and 
runoff) 
TOPMODEL 
FGOALS-g2 China SIMTOP (Simple TOP Model) TOPMODEL 
HadGEM2 United 
Kingdom 
MOSES II (Met Office Surface Exchange 
Scheme Version 2) 
TOPMODEL 
MPI-ESM-LR Germany JSBACH(Jena Scheme for Biosphere-
Atmosphere Coupling In Hamburg) 
GR2M 
CSIRO-Mk3L-1-
2 
Australia CABLE(CSIRO Atmosphere Biosphere 
land Exchange) 
Karst FOR 
IPSL-CM5A-LR France ORCHIDEE (Organizing Carbon and 
Hydrology in Dynamic Ecosystems) 
SECHIBA 
CMCC-CESM Itlay CLM4.0 (Community Land Model 
Version 4) 
TOPMODEL 
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downscaling uses a regional climate model (RCM), which is a higher resolution (typically 20-50km), 
mesoscale climate model, to simulate higher resolution climatic information. RCMs take boundary 
conditions from the GCMs and simulate higher resolution climate considering sub-GCM grid scale 
geophysical interactions.  In statistical downscaling, empirical statistical relationships are developed 
between historically observed data and large-scale atmospheric variables simulated by the GCMs. 
These relationships calibrated over the historical time-period are used to obtain higher resolution 
GCM projections both in historical and future time-periods.  
Recently, an approach similar to downscaling has been adopted to obtain higher resolution future 
flow projections (Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Yamazaki et al., 2011; Yamazaki et al., 2012). A 
continental scale high resolution hydrodynamic model: CaMa-Flood has been used to downscale low 
spatial resolution runoff projections made by the GCMs to obtain higher resolution projections.  
2.2  Previous continental and global scale flow forecasting studies 
In this section, a review of studies that have made future flow and flood projections at regional to 
global scales is provided. Dankers et al. (2008) estimated future flood hazard for Europe. 
Dynamically downscaled future climatic projections from two regional climate models (RCMs): 
HIRHAM model of the Danish Meteorological Institute and the Rossby Centre Atmosphere Ocean 
Model (RCAO) of the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, were used as inputs into a 
hydrological model: LISFLOOD to simulate future river discharges across Europe for historical 
(1961-1990) and future (2071-2100) timelines. Future climatic projections corresponding to two 
future greenhouse gas emission scenarios: A2 and B2 (IPCC, 2000; Nakicenovic et al., 2000) were 
used to generate future flows. Flood frequency analysis was performed by fitting a Generalized 
Extreme Value (GEV) distribution to annual maximum flows. Results suggested that by the end of 
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the 21st century, extreme discharges in many European rivers can be expected to increase in 
magnitude and frequency. It was also estimated that the recurrence interval of the present day 100-
year flood event might decrease to 50 years or less in many parts of Europe in future.  
Lehner et al. (2006) investigated changes in the frequency and magnitudes of future floods and 
droughts in Europe. Future flow projections were modelled by using climatic projections simulated 
by two state-of-the-art global climate models (GCMs): ECHAM4 and HadCM3 under future 
greenhouse gas emission scenario: A1B, as inputs into a global integrated water model Water- 
Global Assessment Prognosis, WaterGAP (Doll et al., 2002). Results indicated an increase in the 
frequency of floods in the northern and northeastern Europe in future while southern to southeastern 
Europe were projected with increases in drought frequencies.  
Arnell (1999) investigated the implications of climate change on future available global water 
resources. Future projections of changes in water stress were also analyzed. Two  GCMs: HadCM2 
and HadCM3 were used to perform vertical water balance calculations at 0.5° x 0.5° spatial scale 
across the globe. Future flows were routed using a macro-scale hydrodynamic model. Runoff 
projections obtained from both GCM models indicated that water stress across the globe will 
increase in future however important regional differences were also obtained. Differences were also 
obtained between the projections made by the two GCMs. In case of HadCM2, it was projected that 
globally the total population under water stress would increase by 53 million by the end of 2025. On 
the other hand, in case of HadCM3 113 million more people were projected to be exposed to water 
stress.  
Gosling and Arnell (2013) used future climatic projections made by 21 GCMs under SRES 
scenarios: B1, B2, A1B, and A2 as inputs into a global scale hydrologic model, Mac-PDM.09 to 
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simulate current and future flow regimes at 0.5ºx0.5º spatial resolution. Water scarcity was 
calculated using a global water resources model (Arnell et al., 2011; Gosling et al., 2010). Results 
indicated widespread projected increases in the areas exposed to water scarcity in future. Results 
were also projected to vary for different future greenhouse gas emission scenarios.  
Doll and Zhang (2010) quantified climate change impact on future flows at a global scale using 
WaterGAP model. Future climatic projections made by two global climate models: ECHAM4 and 
HadCM3 under two future emission scenarios A2 and B2 were used to generate future flows. Results 
indicated that flow magnitude and timing is expected to change considerable at approximately 90% 
of the global land area.  
Future projected changes in flooding due to climate change were analyzed for Finland in Veijalainen 
et al. (2010). Changes were estimated for 67 catchments of variable sizes distributed across Finland. 
A total of 20 future climatic projections corresponding to 3 future emission scenarios were used to 
simulate future flows. The hydrological simulations were performed using Watershed Simulation 
and Forecasting System (WSFS) (Vehviläinen et al., 1994). Flood frequency analysis was performed 
for 100-year return period flooding event by fitting annual maximum flows to Gumbel distribution. 
The inundation areas of the 100-year floods were estimated using a 2-D hydraulic model. Results 
indicated that climate change can be expected to change future hydro-climatic regimes in Finland 
however the impact is not uniform due to differences in regional climate variability and watershed 
properties. Interestingly, the frequency of flooding was projected to decrease or remain unchanged in 
watersheds that experience snowmelt related flooding.  
Changes in peak river flows due to climate change were estimated for Britain in Bell et al. (2016). 
Future climate projections from two RCMs were used as inputs into the G2G (Grid-to-grid) 
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distributed hydrological model (Bell et al., 2009) and future flows were generated and analyzed. 
Results indicated that climate change can be expected to change hydrologic regime in Britain. Large 
spatial variability in projections and also between the two RCMs were obtained. Projected changes 
in peak flows were also found to consistently fall outside the range of natural variability of climate.  
Arheimer et al. (2015) performed climate change impact assessment on flooding frequency and 
magnitudes at 69 gauging stations distributed across Sweden. Future climate variable projections 
from two global climate models: HadCM3Q0 (Johns et al., 2003; Collins et al., 2006) and 
ECHAM5r3 (Roeckner et al., 2006) were used as inputs into SHYPE hydrologic model and future 
flows were generated. In general, the intensity and frequency of flood events were projected to 
increase in future. Most notably, the frequency of early spring floods were projected to increase in 
most parts of Sweden.  
Sorribas et al. (2016) quantified climate change effects on future river discharge and flood 
inundation in the Amazon basin. Future climatic projections made by 5 GCMs: CNRM-CM5, 
GFDL-ESM2M, HADGEM2-CC, MRI-CGCM3 and MIROC5 corresponding to RCP 8.5 emission 
scenario were considered. A large-scale regional hydrological model: MGB-IPH was used to 
generate flows from the selected climate projections.  Results indicated increased mean river 
discharge and flood extent in western Amazonia. Decreased river discharges are projected for 
eastern basins of Amazonia and decreased inundation extent in the central and lower Amazon. In 
addition, considerable uncertainty in projections obtained from different GCMs was also obtained.  
Yamazaki et al. (2012) used runoff simulations from GCMs and simulated high-resolution water 
level dynamics across the Amazon River basin using CaMa-Flood model. This approach was 
innovative in the sense that water balance and energy budget calculations were performed within the 
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GCMs at low spatial resolution (1° to 3° spatial scale) while routing was performed at a very higher 
resolution (25 km spatial scale). A comparison of CaMa-Flood simulated water level dynamics with 
the observations showed that CaMa-Flood was able to accurately simulate flood inundation 
characteristics for a large-scale catchment like the Amazon. Sub-grid parameters like slope, river 
length, channel width, and channel depth were considered while routing flow within the CaMa-
Flood model. Using CaMa-Flood, Hirabayshi et al. (2013) performed a global scale flow and flood 
risk change assessment study using runoff projections from 11 GCMs for four future emission 
scenarios: RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, and RCP8.5. Calculation of river discharge was performed for 
the time period from 1960-2100. Changes in flood magnitude and frequency between present and the 
end of 21st century time-periods were analyzed at a global scale. Results indicated large increase in 
flood frequency in Southeast Asia, Peninsular India, eastern Africa and the northern half of the 
Andes, where results show uncertainty within the GCMs. Also, it was found that global exposure to 
floods would increase depending on the degree of warming in future as projected by different 
GCMs. 
2.3 Catchment based macro-scale river routing model (CaMa-Flood) 
In this study we adopt the approach followed by Hirabayashi et al. (2013) where a mesoscale 
hydrodynamic model: CaMa-Flood was used to simulate future global flow and flood dynamics. In 
this section, CaMa-Flood model is described in detail.     
2.3.1 Model framework 
CaMa-Flood is a distributed river routing model that has been used to simulate high resolution water 
level dynamics at regional to global scales. It routes the high-resolution flow from one grid cell to 
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another along a prescribed river network map. Each grid point has a river channel reservoir and 
floodplain reservoir, see Figure 2.4. 
 
Figure 2.4. River channel reservoir and floodplain reservoir defined at each grid point of 
CaMa-Flood (Yamazaki et al., 2011). 
 
Water storage is the only prognostic variable in CaMa-Flood. Other variables like river discharge, 
water surface elevation, flooded area, total outflow, water depth etc. are derived empirically from the 
water storage. The parameters and variables present in the CaMa-Flood are: channel length (L), 
channel width (W), and bank height (B). A floodplain reservoir has a parameter for unit catchment 
area, Ac, and a floodplain elevation profile which describes floodplain water depth, Df, as a function 
of flooded area, Af. The assumption made in the model is that inundation will always start to occur 
from lower to higher elevations. 
 
𝐷𝑓 = 𝐷 (𝐴𝑓) (1) 
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Each grid in the CaMa-Flood model has a river channel and a floodplain reservoir as shown in the 
Figure 2.4. All computations are performed at a unit-catchment scale. A unit-catchment area for each 
grid is the area that contributes to the runoff from each grid which gets collected at the outlet of the 
grid as shown in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5. Unit-catchments delineated from a high-resolution flow direction map. Red lines are the 
streams derived from flow direction map. One outlet pixel is assigned to each 0.25 degree grid box. 
Areas divided by black boundaries indicate the unit-catchment of each grid point (Yamazaki et al, 
2011). The blue vector of each outlet pixels indicates the downstream direction. 
2.3.2 Preparation of river network map  
Global river routing models use river network maps i.e. maps representing the direction of flow of 
water from one grid to another to route water downstream. There are various methods present in the 
literature for preparing river network maps for macro-scale river modelling. One of the basic 
methods is the “steepest slope method” (e.g., O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984; Marks et al., 1984; 
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Milleret al., 1994), in which the downstream direction of each grid cell is determined by steepest 
slope among the eight neighboring grid cells.  
The method used for the preparation of river network map by CaMa-Flood model is the FLOW 
method. In this method, downstream grid cell of the river network map can be located by using a 
flow direction map (streamflow map) and surface elevation map. In CaMa-Flood, global flow 
direction map is obtained from global drainage basin database (GDBD) and surface elevation map is 
obtained from SRTM 30 Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Following steps are followed (refer to 
Figure 2.6): 
 From among the pixels located on the border of a target cell, pixel with the largest upstream area 
is marked as potential outlet pixel for that cell. 
 The flow path is traced along fine resolution flow direction map until it reaches another outlet 
pixel downstream. 
 Pixels lying between upstream and downstream potential outlet pixels are identified as river 
channel pixels of the target cell. 
 River channel length is calculated along the river channel pixels by sqrt 2 times pixel size. 
 If measured river channel length is shorter than the threshold value of channel length calculated, 
new outlet pixel is selected from the remaining outlet pixels. 
 Previous steps are repeated until the river channel length becomes longer than the threshold 
value and thus the final outlet pixels will be accepted.             
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Figure 2.6. Procedure for obtaining flow direction map. Outflow pixels at each cell are obtained 
first, which are connected along the river network map to obtain final flow direction map. Small 
black squares at each grid are the potential outlet pixels for each grid box (Yamazaki et al., 2009). 
FLOW method is not only used for the preparation for coarse resolution river network map but it 
also derives the sub-grid topographic parameters for upscaled river network map like, river channel 
length is measured according to step (ii), elevation of the outlet pixel for each cell (elevation of the 
river channel for the cell), drainage area etc. which are helpful for defining flood magnitude. 
Hydrodynamic calculations within CaMa-Flood  
(i) Diagnosing flood related parameters 
River channel water storage, Sr, floodplain water storage, Sf, river water depth, Dr, floodplain water 
depth, Df, and flooded area, Af, are diagnosed from the total water storage of a grid point, S. Total 
water storage (S) and flood initiation storage (Sini) are compared. If S is less or equal to Sini then 
following equations are used to get above mentioned flood related parameters: 
Sr= S  (2) 
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Sini=BWL  (3) 
Dr= Sr /WL  (4) 
Sf=0  (5) 
Df= 0  (6) 
Af =0  (7) 
On the other hand, when S is greater than Sini following equations are used: 
   Sr = S-Sf  (8) 
Dr= Sr / WL  (9) 
𝑆𝑓 = ∫ (𝐷𝑓 − 𝐷(𝐴))𝑑𝐴
𝐴𝑓
0
   (10) 
Df = Dr –B  (11) 
Af = 0  (12) 
In Equation 11 water surface elevations of the river channel and the floodplain are assumed to be the 
same. The implication of this is that water mass is assumed to be instantaneously exchanged between 
the channel and the floodplain to balance the water surface elevations of the two reservoirs. 
  
(ii) River discharge  
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River discharge from each cell is calculated using local inertial equation (Bates et al., 2010). The 
local inertial equation is derived by neglecting the second term of the St. Venant momentum 
equation (13). 
𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕
𝜕𝑥
[
𝑄2
𝐴
] +
𝑔𝐴𝜕(ℎ + 𝑧)
𝜕𝑥
+
𝑔𝑛2𝑄2
𝑅4/3𝐴
= 0 
 (13) 
Where Q is the river discharge (m3s-1), A is the flow cross section area (m2), h is the flow depth (m), 
z is the bed elevation (m), R is the hydraulic radius (m), g is the acceleration due to gravity (ms-2), n 
is the manning’s friction coefficient (m-1/3s-1). The x and t are the flow distance and time, 
respectively. The first, second, third and fourth terms represent the local acceleration, advection, 
water slope, and friction slope, respectively. The explicit form of the local inertial equation (14) is 
used in the CaMa-Flood model. 
𝑄𝑡+∆ =
𝑄𝑡 − ∆𝑡𝑔𝐴𝑆
(1 +
∆𝑡𝑔𝑛2|𝑄𝑡|
𝑅4/3𝐴
)
 
 (14) 
Where S is the water surface slope, Qt is the discharge at the previous time step, and 𝑄𝑡+∆𝑡 is the 
river discharge between the time t and t+∆t. The hydraulic radius R is approximated by flow depth 
hflw. The Manning’s coefficient is set to n=0.03. Negative values of river discharge may be obtained 
which represents the backward water flow from the downstream grid cell towards the current grid 
cell. 
 
(iii) Storage change 
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The storage change at each grid cell from the time t to t+∆t is calculated by the mass conservation 
Equation (15). 
𝑆𝑖
𝑡+∆𝑡 = 𝑆𝑖
𝑡 + ∑ 𝑄𝑘
𝑡
𝑈𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝑘
∆𝑡 − 𝑄𝑖
𝑡∆𝑡 + 𝐴𝑐𝑖𝑅𝑖
𝑡∆𝑡 
     (15) 
where 𝑆𝑖
𝑡 and 𝑆𝑖
𝑡+∆𝑡 represent the water storage of grid i at the time t and t+∆t, 𝑄𝑖
𝑡 and represents the 
river discharge outflow from grid i at time t, 𝑄𝑘
𝑡  represents the river discharge inflow from the 
upstream grid k, 𝐴𝑐𝑖 is the unit catchment area of grid i, 𝑅𝑖
𝑡 represents the input runoff to the grid i. 
 
(iv) Floodplain flow 
Floodplain discharge is also calculated by the local inertial Equation (14). The flow area “A” is 
calculated by dividing floodplain storage by channel length. The flow depth h is given by the 
floodplain depth. The manning’s coefficient for floodplain flow is set to n=0.10. 
 
2.4 Flood frequency analysis 
Flood frequency analysis is performed to estimate the recurrence interval of the flooding events. 
Reliable estimation of flood recurrence intervals is necessary for the design of flood control 
infrastructure and floodplain management. Return period or recurrence interval is the average 
number of years that a flood of certain magnitude takes to reoccur.  For example, statistical 
definition of a 100-year flood is a flood event that has 1 percent chance of occurrence in any given 
year. Common flood recurrence intervals that have been investigated in the past are listed in Table 
2.2 with their probability of occurrence and average percent chance of occurrence. 
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Table 2.2. Flood recurrence intervals and corresponding values of probabilities of occurrence and 
exceedance. 
Recurrence interval 
(years) 
 
Probability of occurrence 
 
Probability of exceedance 
100 1 in 100 0.99 
50 1 in 50 0.98 
25 1 in 25 0.96 
10 1 in 10 0.90 
5 1 in 5 0.80 
2 1 in 2 0.50 
 
Exceedance probability can be estimated as: 1-1/T where T represents the recurrence interval of the 
flood event. Several statistical distributions have been used to perform flood frequency analysis. 
Some common distributions are: Log-Normal, Gumbel, Log-Pearson Type 3, and Generalized 
Extreme Value (GEV). Millington et al. (2011) used three different distributions: Gumbel, Log-
Pearson Type 3, and GEV to perform flood frequency in Upper Thames River watershed and found 
GEV distribution to be the most appropriate distribution for modelling Annual Maximum flow 
extremes. The distribution was recommended for performing flood frequency analysis in Canada.     
Generalized Extreme Value distribution 
The Cumulative Distribution Function for the GEV distribution is: 
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𝐺(𝑞) = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑄 ≤ 𝑞) = {
exp[− 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
𝑞−𝜀
𝛼 )]    𝑖𝑓 ĸ=0
exp [−(1−ĸ( 
𝑞−𝜀
𝛼  ))
1
ĸ]   𝑖𝑓 ĸ≠0  
 
(16) 
 
Where Q is the random variable, q is probable value of Q; κ is the shape parameter, ε the location 
parameter and α is the scale parameter. There are several approaches available for estimating the 
parameters of the GEV distribution. For example, Maximum Likelihood, Probability Weighted 
Moments or the L-moments.  
2.5 Flood risk assessment 
Natural disaster risk assessment involves the calculation of the probability of occurrence of natural 
disaster and its potential of damage. Floods can affect environment, induce monetary losses, and 
affect people and property. Flood risk assessment helps to understand the level of flooding and 
exposure at the site of flooding. It is widely used around the world as a decision-making tool for 
local, regional and federal governments. Assessing flood hazard is the first component while 
performing flood risk assessment, which involves the estimation of magnitude of flood hazard. 
Kaplan and Garrick (1981) defined a basic idea of risk analysis and found that risk analysis should 
answer the following three questions, (i) what can happen/ what can go wrong? (ii) how likely is that 
it will happen? (iii) if it does happen, what are the consequences? Flood risk is quantified as shown 
in Equation (17). 
           𝑅 = {𝑆𝑖, 𝑃𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖 },  i=1,2,…k            (17) 
Containing all relevant damage scenarios Si, their associated probability Pi, and the associated 
damage Di, k is the number of relevant damage scenarios.  
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2.6 Uncertainty assessment 
Assessment of climate change impacts on flood hazard and risk involves multiple steps. Steps 
involved and sources of uncertainty associated with each step of climate change impact analysis 
process are illustrated in Figure 2.7. Kay and Davis (2009) identified six major sources of 
uncertainty: (i) selection of Global Climate Model; (ii) selection of future greenhouse gas emission 
scenarios; (iii) multiple methods for downscaling of GCM output; (iv) choice of hydrological model; 
and (v) hydrological model parameter values. Assessment of flood hazard requires two more steps of 
hydraulic modeling and risk calculation.  
 
Figure 2.7.  Steps and uncertainties involved in the climate change impact analysis 
process. 
Comparison of the relative magnitudes of different sources of uncertainties has been performed in 
the past. Kay et al. (2009) compared uncertainties contributed by GCM selection, choice of 
downscaling methodologies, choice of hydrological model, hydrological model parameters, and 
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internal variability of the climate system. Kingston and Taylor (2010) compared the magnitudes of 
uncertainties contributed by the choice of GCM, internal climate variability, and hydrologic model 
parameters. Wilby and Harris (2006) performed uncertainty assessment across Thames River 
(United Kingdom). Future low flows were simulated using four GCMs, two future greenhouse 
emission scenarios, two statistical downscaling techniques, two hydrological model structures and 
two sets of hydrological model parameters. Mandal et al. (2016) performed an assessment of the 
climate change impacts on total monthly precipitation in the Campbell River basin, British 
Columbia, Canada. Future hydrologic projections made by four GCMs, three future greenhouse 
emission scenarios and six downscaling methods were assessed. In above mentioned studies, the 
choice of GCM and emission scenarios, were identified as most prominent sources of uncertainty as 
compared to the other sources. Therefore, in this study uncertainty associated with these two sources 
has been investigated in detail by including multiple GCMs and emission scenarios into the analysis. 
This is implemented by considering all available ensembles of future runoff projections made by 21 
GCMs under four Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). Regard that the ensemble of 
projections considered in this study is larger than that considered in Hirabayashi et al. (2013) and 
hence accounts for more sources of uncertainty than investigated in that study. In addition to this, 
current study also quantifies future changes in flood risk at most populous Canadian cities and 
regulated flow gauging stations. Finally, it is worth pointing out that this study only considers hazard 
and risk originating from riverine floods. Other categories of floods originating in the coastal areas 
due to tidal effects and sea-level rise, short duration extreme precipitation, ice-jams, and tsunamis 
have not been considered in this study. Concurrency of some of these flood generating mechanisms 
have the potential to generate much larger flood hazard than that analyzed in this study. 
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 Methodology 
Methodology followed in this research can be subdivided into following steps: (i) selection of a 
macro-scale hydrodynamic model for analysis, (ii) simulation of high-resolution historical and future 
flows and flood magnitudes, (iii) estimation of changes in future flood magnitudes and timings, and 
(iv) estimation of changes in flood risk. 
3.1  Selection of a macro-scale hydrodynamic model 
Methodologies used by previous studies in performing large scale flow forecasts have been reviewed 
in section 2.1. In this study we adopt the methodology used in Hirabayashi et al. (2013) to quantify 
future changes in flood risk across Canada. To this end, global hydrodynamic model: CaMa-Flood 
used in Hirabayashi et al. (2013) is used to simulate high resolution flow projections from low 
resolution GCM runoff projections. The selection of CaMa-Flood model is made since: 
 it is a state-of-the-art hydrodynamic model that has been found to be able to simulate large scale 
flows in different regions across the globe very well (Yamazaki et al., 2011; Yamazaki et al., 
2012; Yamazaki et al., 2013;  Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Mateo et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2017; Ho 
et al., 2016; Koirala et al., 2014); 
 it can be used to generate high resolution gridded flow output from coarse resolution runoff input 
across the study region; 
 it includes procedures that enables it to model flow outputs in a computationally efficient way 
(Yamazaki et al., 2013). This is especially beneficial when performing large scale flow 
forecasting simulations; 
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 it is available free of charge from the developer for research purposes. 
For aforementioned reasons, CaMa-Flood is chosen to simulate flows from GCM simulated runoff 
projections across Canada. Although the model has been extensively validated across the globe for 
its ability to simulate large scale flow and flood dynamics, we accessed model’s skill briefly to 
simulate daily runoff at 211 Reference Hydrometric Basin Network (RHBN) flow gauging stations 
distributed across Canada. CaMa-Flood model is used to simulate gridded flow across Canada over 
the period 1993-2007 using coarser resolution gridded runoff data obtained from North American 
Regional Reanalysis (NARR) reanalysis product (described in section 4.2). Flow values for grids 
overlapping with RHBN gauging station locations are extracted and compared with the observed 
flow values at those locations. Correlation between flow values simulated by CaMa-Flood and 
observations is presented in Figure 3.1.  
 
Figure 3.1. Correlation between observed river discharge at RHBN stations with CaMa-
Flood simulated runoff. 
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In concurrence with previous studies, CaMa-Flood is found to simulate discharge characteristics at 
211 RHBN stations reasonably well. The performance of the model is found to be better at the west 
coast compared to other regions. CaMa-Flood is thereafter used to downscale GCM runoff 
projections across Canada.  
3.2 Simulation of future high-resolution historical and future flows and flood magnitudes 
Coarse resolution historical and future runoff as projected by the GCMs is used as input into CaMa-
Flood to simulate 25 km resolution flow projections across Canada. Owing to large computational 
demands for running multiple simulations, Shared Hierarchical Academic Research Computing 
Network facility (www.sharcnet.ca) is used to run the CaMa-Flood model. SHARCNET is the super-
computing facility provided across the southwestern, central and northwestern Ontario in Canada. 
The code used to run the model on SHARCNET is provided in Appendix E. Flows are simulated for 
historical (1961-2005) and future (2061-2100) timelines. Annual maximum flow events are extracted 
from simulated historical and future flows and they are fitted to a Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) 
distribution and flood magnitudes corresponding to 100 and 250 years magnitudes are estimated. 
Method of moments is used as the method to estimate GEV distribution parameters.    
3.3 Analysis of changes in flood magnitude and timings 
In this study, changes in the frequencies of flooding events are calculated by estimating the updated 
future recurrence intervals of historical 100 and 250-year return period flooding events. Changes in 
the timings of the occurrence of flooding events between historical and future timelines are analyzed 
by comparing the months when high flow events (exceeding 95th flow quantile) have occurred in 
historical and future timelines (also represented by Equation 18). 
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𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 (≥ 95𝑡ℎ 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒) = 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ  (18) 
 
Changes are calculated individually for each future projection, which are thereafter aggregated to get 
an estimate of the overall projected change. Results are aggregated using two approaches. In the first 
approach (referred as aggregated median approach), projections are combined by taking median of 
all projections made for a particular scenario. In the second approach (referred as concurrent GCM 
median approach), sign of change projected by the GCMs are analyzed, and projections for which 
more than half the GCMs concur on the sign of change are used to get aggregated estimates. 
Uncertainty magnitude associated with the projections is calculated using the following formulae 
given in equation 19.  
                                                          𝑈
𝑅𝐶𝑃= 
𝑞𝐶0.75− 𝑞𝐶0.25
𝑞𝐶0.5
                                                     (19) 
Where RCPU denotes the magnitude of uncertainty associated with change projections made for a 
particular emission scenario or RCP, and ,0.75Cq , ,0.5Cq , ,0.25Cq denote the 75
th, 50th, and 25th quantile of 
the projected changes respectively. 
   
3.4 Analysis of changes in flood risk 
In this study, changes in future flood risk is calculated across 100 most populous cities and regulated 
flow gauging stations located in Canada by overlapping future projected changes in flood damage 
with exposure.  
3.4.1 Risk across 100 most populous cities in Canada 
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Projected changes in flood risk on Canadian cities is calculated by overlapping the spatial 
distribution of projected changes in future flood hazard with the exposure i.e. population of the 
cities. List of cities considered is provided in Appendix D. First scaled flood hazard change is 
calculated using equation 20 which is then multiplied with the normalized log of population to 
calculate scaled change in flood risk using equation 21.  
,( )
max( ) min( )
h c f
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f f
RP RP
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RP RP

 
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… (20) 
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c
c c
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
   
  
… (21) 
Where, cFH  and cFR denote changes in flood hazard and risk respectively. RP denotes the return 
period of a flooding event, while P denotes population of cities under analysis. Subscript h indicates 
historical timeline, f indicates future timeline, and c refers to the city under analysis. The values of  
cFH  and cFR  are bounded between the -1 (largest decreases in flood hazard and risk) and +1 
(largest increases in flood hazard and risk).  
3.4.2 Risk across regulated flow gauging stations in Canada 
Future changes in flood risk are calculated for all regulated flow gauging stations distributed across 
Canada. There are 1100 regulated flow gauging stations present across Canada (HYDAT, 2017). 
Efficient operation of these gauging stations is important as they provide safety, comfort, and 
resources to the communities residing downstream. This study quantifies flood hazard associated 
with these gauging stations so that if required, their operational rules can be adjusted to account for 
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projected changes in extreme flow dynamics in Canada. To do so, the magnitude of projected flood 
hazard change is extracted for regulated flow gauging stations and analyzed.   
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 Study region and data used 
In this section, study region chosen for analysis in this study is described followed by a description 
of the data used and their sources in section 4.2. 
4.1  Introduction to the study region 
Canada is the second largest country in the world with a total land mass of 9, 984, 670 square 
kilometers. It is part of North America and consists of ten provinces and three territories: Yukon 
(YK), Northwest Territories (NT), Nunavut (NV), British Columbia (BC), Alberta (AB), Saskatchewan 
(SK), Manitoba (MB), Ontario (ON), Quebec (QB), Newfoundland and Labrador (NL), New Brunswick 
(NB), Nova Scotia (NS), and Prince Edward Island (PEI), as shown in Figure 4.1.   
  
Figure 4.1.  Distribution of different climate regions existent within Canada. 
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Different regions of Canada exhibit considerable differences in landscape and climate. Canada 
encompasses eight climate regions with unique geophysical characteristics. These are: i) Pacific 
Maritime climate is influenced by the presence of Pacific Ocean and is characterized by mild but 
extremely wet winters and cool and dry summers. Regions located along British Columbia’s west 
coast and its border with Yukon Territory are a part of this climate type; ii) Cordilleran climate is 
influenced by continental air masses and Pacific air streams. It is characterized by cold and wet 
winters, and warm and dry summers. The climate found in this climate type varies considerably 
spatially because of the presence of Rocky Mountains and insulated valleys. This climate type is 
found in regions covering eastern British Columbia and the Yukon Territory as well as small 
portions of southwestern Alberta; iii) Atlantic Maritime climate, is influenced by western continental 
air masses and is modified by the presence of Atlantic Ocean. This climate type is characterized by 
cold and wet winters and hot and wet summers. Regions encompassing New Brunswick, Nova 
Scotia, Prince Edward Island and southeastern Newfoundland exhibit this climate type; iv) 
Southeastern climate is influenced by the continental air masses which are modified by the presence 
of Great lakes. This climate type is characterized with cold and wet winters and hot and wet 
summers. Regions that characterize this climate type include Ontario, Quebec, parts of Nova Scotia 
and New Brunswick; v) Prairies climate region type is influenced by the continental air masses and 
is characterized with a wide annual temperature range with very cold winters and very hot summers; 
Southern regions of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba provinces demonstrate this climate type; 
vi) Boreal climate region is influenced by Arctic and Pacific Ocean air masses. This climate type is 
characterized with very cold and dry winters and warm and wet summer. Regions forming a 
continuous belt from Newfoundland and Labrador passing central Quebec and Ontario; across the 
Prairies; and west to the Rocky Mountains exhibit this climate type. Lastly vii) Arctic climate type is 
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influenced by air stream coming from Arctic ice pack. This climate type is characterized by very 
harsh cold climate and short cool summers, as well as very less precipitation. Most of the Nunavut, 
northern parts of Northwest Territories and Quebec exhibit this climate type; viii) Taiga climate 
region is associated with long cold winters for more than 6 months. This climate region has some 
precipitation in summer and very low precipitation in winter. 
 
4.2  Data Used 
Different datasets used in this study and their respective sources are discussed in this section. 
4.2.1 Daily historical and future GCM runoff data 
GCM simulated daily runoff data for historical (1961-2005) and future (2061-2100) timelines is 
collected from Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) of the World Climate 
Research Program (WCRP). Future projections corresponding to four Representative Concentration 
Pathways (RCPs): RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (van Vuuren et al., 2011) are collected. 
List of GCMs considered for analysis in this study is provided in Table 4.1. Runoff data for the 
available scenarios for the durations mentioned above for the GCM models listed in Table 4.1 were 
extracted and used for further analysis. Datasets are obtained in NetCDF (*.nc) file format and are 
accessed and analyzed using R statistical programming language (R Development Core Team, 
2008). 
 
Table 4.1. GCMs and RCPs for which runoff data are used for the study. 
GCM 
 
Institution 
RCP 
2.6 
RCP 
4.5 
RCP 
6.0 
RCP 
8.5 
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NorESM1-M Norwegian Climate Centre        
MRI-ESM1 Meteorological Research Institute      
MRI-CGCM3 Meteorological Research Institute         
MPI-ESM-MR 
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology 
(MPI-M) 
       
MPI-ESM-LR 
(r1, r2, r3) 
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology 
(MPI-M) 
       
MIROC5 
Atmosphere and Ocean Research 
Institute (The University of Tokyo), 
National Institute for Environmental 
Studies, and Japan Agency for 
Marine-Earth Science and 
Technology 
        
MIROC-ESM 
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth 
Science and Technology, Atmosphere 
and Ocean Research Institute (The 
University of Tokyo), and National 
Institute for Environmental Studies 
        
MIROC-ESM-
CHEM 
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth 
Science and Technology, Atmosphere 
and Ocean Research Institute (The 
University of Tokyo), and National 
Institute for Environmental Studies 
        
Inmcm4 Institute for Numerical Mathematics       
GFDL-ESM2M 
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics 
Laboratory 
       
GFDL-ESM2G 
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics 
Laboratory 
        
GFDL-CM3 
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics 
Laboratory 
       
FGOALS-g2 
LASG, Institute of Atmospheric 
Physics, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences; and CESS, Tsinghua 
University 
       
CSIRO-Mk3-6-
0 
Commonwealth Scientific and 
Industrial Research Organisation in 
collaboration with the Queensland 
Climate Change Centre of Excellence 
        
CNRM-CM5 
Centre National de Recherches 
Meteorologiques / Centre Europeen 
de Recherche et Formation Avancees 
en Calcul Scientifique 
       
CMCC-CMS 
Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I 
Cambiamenti Climatici 
      
CMCC-CM 
Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I 
Cambiamenti Climatici 
      
CMCC-CESM 
Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I 
Cambiamenti Climatici 
     
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4.2.2 Historical reanalysis flow data  
Reanalysis datasets are produced by combining a numerical model, capable of simulating one or 
more aspects of earth’s system, with the observational data from various sources like ships, 
satellites, ground stations and radars. This data has been found to be accurate and temporally 
synchronized with the observations. North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) provides gridded 
data for North America, for the period 1979 until present, at a spatial resolution of ~32 km 
(Mesinger et al., 2006). Daily NARR reanalysis flow data is obtained for the duration 1993-2007 for 
performing validation of CaMa-Flood model. Data for grids located within Canada are extracted by 
using R statistical programming language. 
4.2.3 Daily historical river discharge data from HYDAT 
HYDAT database contains historical information of daily and monthly mean flow, water level for 
over 2500 active and 5500 discontinued hydrometric monitoring stations across Canada 
(Environment and Climate Change Canada, 2017). Daily river discharge data recorded at all 
Reference Hydrometric Basin Network (RHBN) stations located in Canada are obtained for the 
period 1993-2007 from the HYDAT database. RHBN stations are stations with minimal human 
CanESM2 
 
Canadian Centre for Climate 
Modelling and Analysis 
       
bcc-csm1-1 
Beijing Climate Center, China 
Meteorological Administration 
        
bcc-csm1-1-m 
Beijing Climate Center, China 
Meteorological Administration 
       
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intervention with at least 20 years of observations. These stations are identified for use in detection, 
monitoring and assessment of climate change (Harvey et al., 1999; Pilon and Kuylenstierna, 2000).  
4.2.4 Population data 
Population data for 100 most populated cities of Canada is obtained from Statistics Canada (2017) 
for the year 2015. List of cities for which data are extracted are listed in Appendix D. 
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 Results and discussion 
This section presents results obtained from the assessment of future projected changes in flood 
hazard and risk under climate change. The results of future projected changes in flood frequency and 
timing are discussed first, followed by the results from flood risk assessment on 100 most populated 
cities and regulated river discharge gauging stations in Canada. Finally, uncertainty associated with 
the projected hazard and risks is quantified and discussed. 
5.1  Projected changes in flood frequency 
Low resolution runoff data obtained from the GCMs are used as inputs into the model CaMa-Flood 
and higher resolution flow at 25 km spatial resolution is simulated across Canada for the historical 
(1961-2005) and future (2061-2100) timelines. SHARCNET supercomputing facility is used to run 
the CaMa-Flood model. The code used to run the model on SHARCNET is provided in Appendix F. 
Changes in the frequencies of historical 100-year and 250-year return period flood events are 
calculated. Figures presented in Appendix A show the updated return periods of historical 100-year 
and 250-year return period floods for all GCM-RCP combinations considered in this study. Results 
demonstrate that flood frequencies are expected to change considerably across Canada in future. 
Another observation that can be made from the figures is that the projected changes are associated 
with considerable uncertainty depending on the choice of multiple GCMs and RCPs that is chosen 
for analysis.  
Future projected changes are aggregated using two approaches: 1) median, and 2) concurrent GCM 
median, as discussed in section 3.2.1. The results from median approach are discussed first followed 
by the concurrent GCM approach. In the first approach, projections are combined for each emission 
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scenario by taking median of projections made by all GCMs. The results obtained from this 
approach are presented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for 100-year and 250-year return period flooding 
events, for all four RCPs respectively.  
 
 
 
  
Figure 5.1. Future return periods of historical 100-year flood event obtained from the median 
approach for all future emission scenarios. 
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From Figure 5.1, similar projections for return period change of historical 100-year return period 
flood event has been observed for RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, and RCP 8.5. It can be observed that the return 
period of 100-year flood event is projected to decrease in northern Canada (in other words flood 
frequency is projected to increase in this region), with updated future return period in the range of 
10-45 years. Other regions like, southern Ontario, northeastern Quebec and some parts of Alberta 
and northern Manitoba are showing increase in flood frequency (blue color), with updated future 
return period in the range of 10-50 years. However, most of the British Columbia, Alberta and 
northern Ontario, some parts of northern Quebec are projecting decrease in flood frequency (brown 
color), with updated future return period in the range of 170-200 years. Green colored regions like, 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba; northern Quebec; northern Nunavut; New Brunswick and 
Newfoundland and Labrador regions are projecting no change in return period (100 year return 
period flood event will remain the same in future). On the other hand, in case of RCP 6.0 return 
period is found to increase across northern British Columbia, Alberta, some parts of Northwest 
Territories, Yukon, Manitoba, southeastern Ontario and Quebec which is either showing no change 
in return period or decrease in return period in case of other emission scenario projections (RCP2.6, 
RCP4.5, RCP8.5) as shown in brown color in Figure 5.1. On the other hand, regions like, Nunavut 
Territories, northeastern Manitoba, northwestern Ontario and Quebec show decrease in return period 
(shown in blue color). Similar projections of return period change as 100-year flood event has been 
observed for 250-year return period flood event in future that can be seen in Figure 5.2. Return 
period of 250-year return period flood event is projected to decrease in northern Canada, southern 
Ontario, northeastern Quebec and some parts of Alberta and northern Manitoba and southern British 
Columbia. Updated return period is projected to be in the same range of return period values as in 
case of 100-year return period flood events. 
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The variation of future flood hazard obtained from median approach among climate regions (as 
summarized in Tables 5.1 and 5.2) show that different climate regions are projected with different 
magnitudes of changes in future flood hazard. Pacific Maritime climate region is projected with 
minimal changes in future flood frequency. Cordilleran climate region, on the other hand, is largely 
projected to experience increases in flooding frequencies (future updated return period in the range 
of 20-60 years) with some areas (such as northern British Columbia) projected with decreases in 
flooding frequencies (future updated return period in the range of 150-200 years). Praries region is 
mostly projected with minimal changes in future flooding frequencies, with updated return period in 
the range of 80-130 years in future. Boreal region is mostly projected with future decreases in 
flooding frequencies, with updated return period in the range of 170-200 years in future timeline. 
Regions characterized by Taiga climate are mostly projected with future increases in flooding 
frequencies (updated return period in the range of 10-45 years in future) with some parts (such as 
northern Ontario) projected with future decreases in flood frequencies (with updated return period in 
the range of 160-200 years in future). Arctic climate region is projected with large increases in flood 
frequencies (updated return period in the range of 10-60 years in future). Regions exhibiting 
southeastern climate type are projected with future increases in flooding frequencies (updated return 
period in the range of 10-80 years in future). Regions falling under Atlantic Maritime climate type 
are projected with minimal change in flooding frequency from this approach (updated return period 
in the range of 90-120 years in future). Similar spatial distributions of projected changes in flooding 
frequency are obtained for 250-year return period flooding event (as shown in Figure 5.2 and Table 
5.2). 
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Figure 5.2. Future return periods of historical 250-year flood event obtained from the median 
approach for all future emission scenarios. 
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Table 5.1. Modification of flooding frequency for different climate regions across Canada for 
100-year return period flooding event using median approach. 
 
 
Climate Regions 
 
Updated return period range ( in years) 
 RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
Taiga 10-45 10-40 10-45 10-50 
Arctic 10-60 10-55 10-60 15-55 
South-Eastern 10-80 10-70 10-80 10-80 
Cordilleran 20-60 20-55 20-50 15-60 
Pacific Maritime 70-110 80-100 75-115 70-100 
Prairie 80-130 80-130 85-120 85-130 
Atlantic Maritime 90-120 100-150 90-120 80-100 
Boreal 170-200 165-200 160-200 175-200 
 
Table 5.2. Modification of flood frequency for different climate regions across Canada for 
250-year return period flooding event using median approach. 
 
 
Climate Regions 
 
Updated return period range ( in years) 
 RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
Taiga 10-120 10-100 40-120 10-120 
Arctic 70-100 30-120 60-100 10-130 
South-Eastern 10-100 50-100 60-110 20-120 
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Cordilleran 10-130 35-140 50-100 20-120 
Pacific Maritime 350-450 300-400 150-350 150-400 
Prairie 300-450 350-450 150-400 250-370 
Atlantic Maritime 250-350 270-380 180-350 200-400 
Boreal 170-200 165-200 160-200 175-200 
 
As discussed before, under the concurrent GCM median approach, sign of change projected by the 
GCMs are analyzed, and projections for which more than half the GCMs concur on the sign of 
change are used to calculate the median. The aggregated results obtained by this approach are 
presented in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 for 100-year and 250-year return period flood events respectively. 
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Figure 5.3. Updated future return period of historical 100-year flood event obtained from 
concurrent GCM approach. 
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From Figure 5.3, it can be seen that the return period of 100-year return period flood events is 
projected to reduce to 50-year or less in the northern regions of Canada. However, an increase in 
return period is projected for regions like northern British Columbia, central Canada (northern 
Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan) and some parts of northwestern Canada are showing increase 
in return period (represented by Brown color), updated return period for these regions are projected 
to be in the range of 165-200 years in future timeline. Regions where an equal number of GCMs 
project increase/decrease in flood frequency are shown as white pixels.  It can also be seen that 
projected changes are uncertain for some grids in case of RCP 2.6. Green colored grids located in the 
regions of Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador and uppermost northern regions of Nunavut 
and few grids lying in southern British Columbia are projected with no change in return period in 
future (100-year return period flood event will remain the same in future timeline). Similar 
projections of return period change are obtained for RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5, where return period is 
projected to decrease across northern Canada, southern Ontario, southern British Columbia, 
northeastern Quebec and Manitoba (blue color) (with updated return period in the range of 10-40 
years in future). Other regions are projecting increase in return period (updated return period in the 
range of 160-200 years in future). Slightly different projections are obtained for RCP 6.0. An 
increase in return period is projected across northern Yukon Territory, Northwest Territory and 
Nunavut Territory. Other regions like, central Canada, British Columbia and northwestern Quebec is 
projected with decrease in flood frequency. Similar spatial distribution of changes in flooding 
frequencies are obtained for 250-year return period flooding events (Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.4. Updated future return period of historical 250-year flood event obtained from concurrent 
GCM approach. 
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Again different climate regions of Canada are projected with different future flood hazard from the 
concurrent GCM median approach (as shown in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.3). As evident from Figure 
5.3 and Table 5.3, Pacific Maritime is projected with a mix of decreasing and increasing flooding 
frequency in future, with updated return period in the range of 160-200 years and 10-45 years 
respectively in future. Areas characterized by cordilleran climate are largely projected with future 
increases in flooding frequencies (updated return period in the range of 20-50 years in future) with 
some areas such as northern  British Columbia are projected with future decreases in flooding 
frequencies (updated return period in the range of 160-200 years in future timeline). Prairies regions 
are projected with both increase and decrease in future flooding frequencies, with updated return 
period in the range of 35-45 and 170-200 years respectively in future timeline. Areas characterized 
by Boreal climate type are expected to experience future decreases in flooding frequencies (updated 
return period in the range of 157-200 years in future timeline). Regions with Taiga climate are 
projected with future increases in flooding frequencies (updated return period projections in the 
range of 10-75 years in future timeline). Arctic climate region is projected with future increases in 
flooding frequencies (updated return period in the range of 20-70 years in future) except for the 
northernmost regions that are projected with minimal changes in flooding frequencies (updated 
return period in the range of 85-110 years in future). Areas belonging to southeastern climate type 
are projected with future increases in flooding frequencies (updated return period in the range of 10-
40 years in future). Atlantic climate region is projected with mix results. Similar distribution of 
projected flooding frequency changes among different climate types are projected for 250-year 
return period flooding event (as shown in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.4). 
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Table 5.3. Modification of flood frequency for different climate regions across Canada for 100-year 
return period flood event using concurrent GCM median approach. 
 
Climate Regions 
Updated return period range (year) 
 RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
South-Eastern 10-40 15-45 10-35 10-50 
Pacific Maritime 10-45 20-60 30-65 20-60 
Taiga 10-70 10-60 15-55 10-75 
Cordilleran 20-50 30-60 35-50 40-75 
Arctic 20-70 20-65 25-70 30-70 
Prairie 35-45 30-50 30-60 35-70 
Boreal 157-200 160-200 150-200 145-200 
Atlantic Mix results Mix results Mix results Mix results 
 
Table 5.4. Modification of flood frequency for different climate regions of Canada for 250-year 
return period flood event obtained from concurrent GCM median approach. 
 
Climate Region 
 
Updated return period range (year) 
 RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
South-Eastern 10-70 15-90 20-100 10-110 
Pacific Maritime 100-200 60-150 80-180 80-150 
Taiga 20-110 10-120 40-100 10-130 
Cordilleran 20-130 15-120 50-110 15-120 
60 
 
Arctic 20-150 10-170 80-200 10-160 
Prairie 50-150 90-130 80-150 100-150 
Boreal 450-500 480-500 420-500 480-500 
Atlantic Mix results Mix results  Mix results Mix results 
 
Differences in projections are observed with variations in future emission scenarios as well. Most of 
the northern Canada is projected with an increase in flood frequency or decrease in return period 
(updated return period in the range of 10-60 years in future). Although, southern Canada is projected 
with an increase in return period (updated return period in the range of 160-200 years in future) but 
regions like, Alberta, Saskatchewan, some parts of Manitoba, British Columbia, Southern Ontario, 
northeastern Quebec where Canada’s most of the population is living are also projected with a 
decrease in return period (updated return period in the range of 10-60 years in future). 
There are considerable differences in the projections of return period change by the two approaches 
mentioned above. For both the return period flood events, results show that many areas within 
Canada are projected with no return period change in future (represented by Figures 5.1 and 5.2) but 
according to concurrent GCM median approach, much less area within Canada are projected with no 
change in return period. This is likely because projected changes cancel out when under median 
approach averages are  taken across all GCMs without taking into account their projected sign of 
change. Most of the northern regions of Canada are projected with high-flood frequencies in future 
according to concurrent GCM median approach. On the other hand, median approach shows 
Northwest Territory and Nunavut regions with projected increase in flood frequency and other 
northern regions show no change in return period. However, flood frequency is projected to decrease 
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in British Columbia, northern Ontario and northern Quebec in case of median approach, whereas, 
northern Yukon, British Columbia, northern Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, northern Quebec are 
projected with decreases in flooding frequencies in case of concurrent GCM median approach.  
There are similarities within the results from two approaches as well. Most of northern Canada, 
southern Ontario, Southern British Columbia, northeastern Quebec and some parts from Manitoba, 
Alberta and Saskatchewan are projected with future increases in flooding frequencies from both 
methods. Likewise, central Canada, northern Ontario and British Columbia are projected with 
decreases in flooding frequencies from both the methods.   
5.2 Projected changes in flood occurrence timing 
In order to assess monthly and seasonal changes in the distribution of flow extremes, monthly 
distribution of flow extremes (flow values above 95th percentile) over historical and future timelines 
is estimated. Thereafter, monthly shifts in the distribution of flow extremes between historical and 
future timelines are analyzed. Spatial variations in the projected changes in monthly distribution of 
extreme flows can be seen from the results presented in Appendix B. Results show that extreme flow 
month is expected to change in future. Projected change in extreme flow month is also associated 
with uncertainty contributed by different GCMs and emission scenarios (RCPs). 
Aggregated results for historical and future timelines are produced using concurrent GCM median 
approach. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show results of most prominent month of extreme flows obtained for 
historical and future timelines for all RCPs. In Figures 5.5 and 5.6, a common monthly color scheme 
is adopted for both historical and future timelines. Months where wintertime precipitation is likely to 
contribute to extreme flows i.e. November, December, January, February are shown in the shades of 
pink, months where snow-melt can be a dominant factor i.e. March, April, May are shown in the 
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shades of blue, while months where summertime convection can be a dominant contributor to 
extreme flows i.e. June, July, August, September, October are shown in the shades of green. Grids 
with grey color show cases where more than 50% of the GCMs do not agree on the month of 
extreme flows in either historical or future timelines and hence is uncertain. 
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Figure 5.5. Monthly extreme flow distribution by concurrent GCMs approach for RCP 2.6 and RCP 
4.5. 
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Figure 5.6. Monthly extreme flow distribution by concurrent GCMs approach for RCP 6.0 and 
RCP 8.5. 
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Results shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 indicate earlier snowmelt and more snowmelt areas in 
Canada in the future. This is also highlighted in Figure 5.7 where grids that are projected with an 
earlier (up-to 2 months in advance) spring-time extreme flow months in future timelines are 
shown. Regions in Ontario and Quebec are projected with an earlier summertime extreme flows 
(shift from April/May to March).  Most of the regions from Nunavut and Yukon Territories are 
showing earlier summertime extreme flow change (from May to April). Between different 
emission scenarios, RCP 4.5, RCP 6.0 and RCP 8.5 show similar projections in peak flood timings 
where Ontario, Quebec, southern Manitoba, southern Saskatchewan, Yukon Territory and Nunavut 
Territory are projected with early summertime flows. Southern British Columbia region is 
projected with more wintertime flooding. There are more uncertain grids (shown in grey color) in 
case of RCP 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 compared to RCP 2.6. In addition to an earlier spring-time extreme 
flows, some regions in British Columbia province are projected to experience more wintertime 
flooding events in future than experienced in the past. 
The distribution of projected changes in the month of extreme flows across different climate 
regions is discussed here. Pacific Maritime that is present at Canada’s west coast, its climate is 
influenced by the Pacific Ocean. This climate region is expected to experience extreme flows 
during wintertime at the south; however, northern region is expected to experience extreme flows 
during spring month (May) which was summer month (July) in historical timeline. Cordilleran 
Climate Region that covers the south of British Columbia to the north of Yukon Territory. Results 
of extreme flow months are uncertain for southern British Columbia; however, Yukon Territory is 
expected to experience early snowmelt condition in the month of May that was in the month of 
June/July in case of historical timeline. Parts from southern Prairies region is mostly expected to 
experience early extreme flows in the month of March and April which was only in the month of 
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April during historical timeline; however, results are uncertain for many grids lying within this 
region. Boreal region on the other hand is mostly expected to experience extreme flows mostly in 
the month of April that can be driven by early snowmelt condition. Regions from Taiga climate 
like Northwest Territory, Nunavut and northeastern Quebec is expected to experience high flows 
in the month of April and May. Most of the Arctic climate region is also expected to experience 
early high flows in the month of May, which was in the month of July in historical timeline; 
however, some grids at the north are also expected to experience high flows during winter months. 
Southeastern climate region that that is home to Canada’s major urban centers is expected to 
experience early snowmelt condition in the month of March that was in the month of April during 
historical timeline. However, Atlantic climate region across Nova Scotia and New Brunswick is 
expected to experience high flows during winter months, which was in combination of winter and 
spring months in historical timeline. 
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Figure 5.7. Grids that are projected with an earlier (up-to 2 months) spring-time extreme flow 
month. 
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5.3  Risk across 100 most populous cities 
Changes in future flood risk at 100 most populated cities in Canada are calculated by overlapping 
the spatial distribution of projected changes in future flood hazard with spatial distribution of 
population in those cities. Calculation of flood risk is performed only on future flood hazard 
projections aggregated by concurrent GCM median approach, where sign of change projected by 
the GCMs are analyzed and projections for which more than half of the GCMs concur on the sign 
of change are used to calculate the median projections. List of the cities considered for analysis is 
provided in Appendix D. Results obtained for 100-year return period flooding events are presented 
in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Similarly, results obtained for 250-year return period flooding events are 
presented in Figures 5.10 and 5.11.  
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Figure 5.8. Flood hazard and flood risk associated with return period change of historical 100-year 
flood event in future for 100 most populous cities across Canada for RCP 2.6 and RCP 4.5. 
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Figure 5.9. Flood hazard and flood risk associated with return period change of historical 100-year 
flood event in future for 100 most populous cities across Canada for RCP 6.0 and RCP 8.5. 
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As discussed before, flood risk is calculated by multiplying scaled projected change in return 
period with normalized log of population of the cities. Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 present values 
of flood hazard and flood risk for all cities analyzed in this study. Values range from -1 (most 
decrease in hazard/risk) to +1 (most increase in hazard/risk). Positive hazard/risk values are shown 
using upward triangles while negative hazard/risk values are shown in circles. Color-coding is 
provided from blue (-1) to red (+1). 
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Figure 5.10. Flood hazard and flood risk associated with return period change of historical 250-
year flood event in future for 100 most populous cities across Canada for RCP2.6 and RCP4.5. 
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Figure 5.11. Flood hazard and flood risk associated with return period change of historical 250-
year flood event in future for 100 most populous cities across Canada for RCP6.0 and RCP8.5. 
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As expected results obtained indicated that flood risk are influenced by both the population of 
the cities (exposure) and the hazard magnitude projected for the cities. Results obtained from 
both Figures 5.8-5.11 show that the cities located in southern Ontario like, Toronto, Saint 
Catharines-Niagara, Nanticoke, Cornwall, Brantford, Sarnia, Thunder Bay, Sudbury, Kitchener 
show high magnitudes of flood hazard as well as flood risk for almost all the future emission 
scenarios projections because of large population as well as projected increases in future flood 
hazard magnitudes. In Quebec cities like, Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Montreal, Quebec, 
Shawinigan, Salaberry-de-Valleyfield are projected with high flood hazard as well as flood risk. 
Other cities: Halifax (Nova Scotia), Moncton and Chatham (New Brunswick), Vancouver , 
Victoria, Abbotsford, Kamloops, White Rock, Prince George, Walnut Grove (British Columbia), 
Red Deer and Wood Buffalo (Alberta), Prince Albert and Moose Jaw (Saskatchewan) are 
projected with increases in both flood hazard and flood risk. Overall, cities located mostly in 
southern Ontario, southern British Columbia, southern Alberta, southern Saskatchewan, parts of 
Nova Scotia and Quebec are showing most increase in flood hazard and flood risk. Similar 
projections of flood hazard and flood risk are observed for 250-year return period flood event. 
Highly populated cities from different provinces like, Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, Hamilton, 
Saint Catharines-Niagara, Quebec, Halifax, Abbotsford, Kitchener, Thunder Bay, Brantford, 
Peterborough are again projected with increasing flood risk due to increase in flood hazard 
magnitude and high population across these cities.  
Flood hazard and risk are not projected to change in synchronization in future at all cities. This is 
evident from Tables 5.6 - 5.9 and Figures 5.12 and 5.13 where differences in cities with most flood 
hazard and risk change are obtained. This is because risk is dependent on both flood hazard and 
population of the cities. highlight this difference by comparing flood hazard and risk obtained at 
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five most and least populated cities (out of the 100 cities selected for analysis) in Canada for 100-
year and 250-year return period flooding events respectively. It can be seen that least populated 
cities: Duncan, Bolton, Walnut Grove, Thetford Mines and Lloydminster are associated with high 
flood hazard but low flood risk because of lower population at these cities. On the other hand, 
highly populated cities like Toronto, Montreal and Calgary are projected with both high flood 
hazard and risk because of higher flood hazard as well as population. Similar conclusions can be 
drawn when comparisons are made 250-year return period events. 
 Projected changes in the frequencies and risk for 100-year and 250-year flooding events for all 
100 cities are presented in Tables E1-E4 in Appendix E. A subset of those results for ten most 
populous cities is presented in Tables 5.5-5.8 for historical 100-year and 250-year return period 
flooding events respectively. It is also worth pointing that projections of return period change 
made for different cities differ considerably between different RCPs. For example, Toronto is 
projected with a decrease in return period of historical 100-year flooding event under RCP 2.6, 
RCP 4.5, and RCP 8.5 with corresponding future return periods of 22, 32, 15 respectively for the 
three RCPs. On the other hand, it is projected with an increase in return period under RCP 6.0 with 
future projected return period of 332. Similarly, Vancouver is projected with large increases in 
return periods of historical 100-year return period floods under RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, and RCP 8.5 
but is projected with decrease in return period under RCP 6.0. This observed difference in the 
results for different RCPs is found to be due to differences in runoff projections made by the 
GCMs under different emission scenarios. 
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Table 5.5. Projected return periods of historical 100-year return period flood event for 10 largest 
cities. Values for cities projected with return periods greater than 1000 are only shown 
categorically. 
City RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
Toronto 22 32 332 15 
Montreal 26 22 18 11 
Vancouver ≥ 1000 ≥ 1000 20 837 
Calgary 46 ≥ 1000 ≥ 1000 49 
Ottawa 278 ≥ 1000 507 ≥ 1000 
Edmonton 104 289 383 533 
Hamilton 37 151 ≥ 1000 27 
Quebec 910 ≥ 1000 27 26 
Winnipeg 245 569 ≥ 1000 406 
Kitchener 26 419 ≥ 1000 29 
 
Table 5.6. Projected return periods of historical 250-year return period flood event for 10 largest 
cities. Values for cities projected with return periods greater than 2500 are only shown 
categorically. 
City RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
Toronto 37 46 39 23 
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Montreal 38 32 25 16 
Vancouver ≥ 2500 ≥ 2500 28 32 
Calgary 94 ≥ 2500 ≥ 2500 85 
Ottawa ≥ 2500 ≥ 2500 1504 ≥ 2500 
Edmonton 284 2234 1829 2030 
Hamilton 56 78 67 56 
Quebec ≥ 2500 ≥ 2500 49 ≥ 2500 
Winnipeg 740 2202 ≥ 2500 ≥ 2500 
Kitchener 47 86 57 60 
 
Table 5.7. Projected return periods of historical 100-year return period flood event for 10 largest 
cities. Values for cities projected with risk less than -10 are only shown categorically. 
City RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
Toronto 0.8 0.7 -2.3 0.9 
Montreal 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 
Vancouver ≤ -10 -26 0.7 -6.1 
Calgary 0.4 -31 ≤ -10 0.4 
Ottawa -1.2 -11 -2.8 -15.6 
Edmonton 0 -1.3 -1.9 -2.9 
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Hamilton 0.4 -0.3 ≤ -10 0.5 
Quebec -5.1 -24.2 0.5 0.5 
Winnipeg -0.9 -3.0 ≤ -10 -1.9 
Kitchener 0.4 -1.7 -8.5 0.4 
 
Table 5.8. Projected return periods of historical 250-year return period flood event for 10 largest 
cities. Values for cities projected with risk less than -10 are only shown categorically. 
City RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
Toronto 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.9 
Montreal 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 
Vancouver ≤ -10 ≤ -10 0.7 0.7 
Calgary 0.4 ≤ -10 ≤ -10 0.5 
Ottawa ≤ -10 ≤ -10 -3.5 ≤ -10 
Edmonton -0.1 -5.4 -4.3 -4.8 
Hamilton 4.9 0.4 0.5 0.5 
Quebec -5.8 ≤ -10 0.5 ≤ -10 
Winnipeg -1.2 -4.9 ≤ -10 -6.4 
Kitchener 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
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RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 
  
RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
  
Figure 5.12. Future projections of flood risk (blue) and flood hazard (red) for 5 most populous and 
5 least populous cities (out of the 100 cities considered for analysis) across Canada. Results are 
presented for concurrent GCMs projections for 100-year return period flood event. 
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RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 
  
RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
  
Figure 5.13. Future projections of flood risk (blue) and flood hazard (red) for 5 most populous and 
5 least populous cities across Canada. Results are presented for concurrent GCM projections for 
250-year return period flood event. 
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5.4  Risk across regulated flow gauging stations 
Flood risk associated with regulated discharge gauging stations is calculated to quantify and 
highlight the influence of projected changes in future flood hazard on them. The hypothesis is that 
projected changes in flood frequencies and timings will require changes in regulatory rules at these 
gauging stations. Efficient operation of these gauging stations is important as they provide safety, 
comfort, and resources to the communities residing downstream. This study quantifies flood 
hazard and risk associated with these regulated flow gauging stations so that if required, their 
operational rules can be adjusted to account for projected changes in extreme flow dynamics in 
Canada. To do so, the magnitude of projected flood hazard change is extracted for regulated flow 
gauging stations and analyzed.   
To calculate changes in flood risk across the regulated reservoirs, future projected changes in flood 
hazard and flood timing are extracted for 1072 regulated discharge gauging stations located across 
Canada. Changes in flooding frequencies for 100-year and 250-year return period events are 
shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 respectively.  Blue colored upward triangles show gauging stations 
projected with future decreases in return period, whereas brown colored triangles show gauging 
stations with future projected increases in return period. Green colored upward triangle show 
gauging stations with negligible changes in return period projected for future. It can also be noted 
that regulated flow gauging stations distributed across Canada are expected to experience shifts in 
extreme flow magnitudes and timings in future. 
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Figure 5.14. Return period change (flood hazard) of historical 100-year flood in future for 
regulated flow-gauging stations across Canada. Blue colored upward triangles show gauging 
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stations with future projected decreases in return period, whereas brown colored triangles show 
gauging stations with negligible changes in return period projected for future. 
The spatial distribution of projected changes in return periods are found similar for both 100-year 
and 250-year return period flooding events. Return period is projected to decrease at stations 
located in southern British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec. However, few 
stations from the same regions show increases in return period as well. A summary of the total 
number of regulated stations out of 1072 regulatory flow gauging stations showing projected 
increase/decrease/no change results of return period for both 100-year and 250-year return period 
flooding events is provided in Table 5.9. 
Table 5.9. Number of regulated flow gauging stations projecting increase/decrease/no change in 
return period for 100-year and 250-year return period flooding events using concurrent GCM 
median approach. 
 
RCP 
100-year 250-year 
Increase Decrease 
No 
Change 
Uncertain Increase Decrease 
No 
Change 
Uncertain 
RCP 
2.6 
349 319 9 395 350 326 9 387 
RCP 
4.5 
521 296 9 246 506 304 9 253 
RCP 
6.0 
340 301 9 422 320 299 9 444 
RCP 
8.5 
466 403 9 194 408 429 9 226 
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In case of 100-year return period flood event, numbers of regulated flow gauging stations projected 
to increase/decrease are found to be different for all four-emission scenarios where more than half 
of the GCMs are agreeing to the sign of change. Numbers of stations show uncertain results of 
return period are also varying for different emission scenarios. However, in all four scenarios the 
number of regulated flow gauging stations projected to increase in return period is always greater 
than the number of stations show decrease in return period. Out of all the analyzed regulated flow 
gauging stations, 9 stations show no change in return period in future.  
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Figure 5.15. Return period change risk of historical 250-year flood in future for regulated flow 
gauging stations across Canada. 
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Updated return periods obtained at 10 regulated flow gauging stations projected with most 
increases in flood hazard are presented in Tables 5.8 and 5.9 for historical 100 year and 250-year 
return period flooding events. As also presented in Figure 5.15 most of these flow gauging stations 
are found to be located in the northern most provinces of Canada as well as south-west Ontario. 
 
Table 5.10. List of 10 regulated flow gauging stations projected with most increases in flood hazard 
for historical 100 year return period flooding events with updated future return period values shown 
in brackets. 
S.No RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
1 
Reindeer river 
above devil rapids 
(2) 
Playgreen lake at 
entrance to east 
nelson river (2) 
Reindeer river above 
devil rapids (2) 
St. Marys river at 
sault ste. Marie 
(above) (2) 
2 
Churchill river 
above leaf rapids 
(2) 
Sipiwesk lake at 
sipiwesk landing 
(2) 
Churchill river 
above leaf rapid (2) 
St. Marys river at 
sault ste. Marie 
(below) (2) 
3 
Churchill river 
below fidler lake 
(2) 
Split lake at split 
lake (2) 
Churchill river 
below fidler lake (2) 
Churchill river above 
leaf rapid (2) 
4 
Mackenzie river at 
arctic red river (2) 
Nelson river at 
kettle generating 
station (2) 
Peace river below 
chenal des quatre 
fourches (2) 
Churchill river below 
fidler lake (2) 
5 
Mackenzie river at 
confluence east 
Churchill river 
below fidler lake 
Riviere des rochers 
above slave river (2) 
Peace river below 
chenal des quatre 
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channel (2) (2) fourches (2) 
6 
Mackenzie river at 
fort good hope (2) 
Mackenzie river at 
arctic red river (2) 
Mackenzie river at 
arctic red river (2) 
Lake athabasca near 
crackingstone point 
(2) 
7 
Playgreen lake at 
entrance to east 
nelson river (2.5) 
Mackenzie river at 
confluence east 
channel (2) 
Mackenzie river at 
confluence east 
channel (2) 
Riviere des rochers 
above slave river (2) 
8 
Sipiwesk lake at 
sipiwesk landing 
(2.5) 
Mackenzie river at 
fort good hope (2) 
Mackenzie river at 
fort good hope (2) 
Riviere des rochers 
east of little rapids (2) 
9 
Mackenzie river 
(peel channel) 
above aklavik (2.5) 
Mackenzie river 
(peel channel) 
above aklavik (2) 
Mackenzie river 
(peel channel) above 
aklavik (2) 
Riviere des rochers 
west of little rapids (2) 
10 
Cedar lake near 
oleson point (3) 
Churchill river 
above leaf rapids 
(2.5) 
St. Marys river at 
sault ste. Marie 
(above) (3) 
Mackenzie river at 
arctic red river (2) 
 
Table 5.11. Same as Table 5.10 but for 250-year return period events. 
S.No RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
1 
Reindeer river 
above devil rapids 
(2) 
Playgreen lake at 
entrance to east 
nelson river (2) 
Reindeer river above 
devil rapids (2) 
St. Marys river at 
sault ste. Marie 
(above) (2) 
2 
Churchill river 
above leaf rapids 
Sipiwesk lake at 
sipiwesk landing 
Churchill river 
above leaf rapid (2) 
St. Marys river at 
sault ste. Marie 
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(2) (2) (below) (2) 
3 
Churchill river 
below fidler lake 
(2) 
Split lake at split 
lake (2) 
Churchill river 
below fidler lake (2) 
Churchill river above 
leaf rapid (2) 
4 
Mackenzie river at 
arctic red river (2) 
Nelson river at 
kettle generating 
station (2) 
Peace river below 
chenal des quatre 
fourches (2) 
Churchill river below 
fidler lake (2) 
5 
Mackenzie river at 
confluence east 
channel (2) 
Churchill river 
below fidler lake 
(2) 
Riviere des rochers 
above slave river (2) 
Peace river below 
chenal des quatre 
fourches (2) 
6 
Mackenzie river at 
fort good hope (2) 
Mackenzie river at 
arctic red river (2) 
Mackenzie river at 
arctic red river (2) 
Lake athabasca near 
crackingstone point 
(2) 
7 
Playgreen lake at 
entrance to east 
nelson river (2.5) 
Mackenzie river at 
confluence east 
channel (2) 
Mackenzie river at 
confluence east 
channel (2) 
Riviere des rochers 
above slave river (2) 
8 
Sipiwesk lake at 
sipiwesk landing 
(2.5) 
Mackenzie river at 
fort good hope 
(2.5) 
Mackenzie river at 
fort good hope (2) 
Mackenzie river at 
arctic red river (2) 
9 
Mackenzie river 
(peel channel) 
above aklavik (2.5) 
Mackenzie river 
(peel channel) 
above aklavik (2.5) 
Mackenzie river 
(peel channel) above 
aklavik (2) 
Mackenzie river at 
confluence east 
channel (2) 
10 
Cedar lake near 
oleson point (3) 
Churchill river 
above leaf rapids 
(2.5) 
St. Marys river at 
sault ste. Marie 
(above) (3.5) 
Mackenzie river at 
fort good hope (2) 
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Out of all 1072 analyzed regulatory stations across Canada, numbers of stations are projected with 
a change in peak flow month show change/ no change/ uncertain stations are provided in Table 
5.12. It can be seen that the number of stations are projected to show change in extreme flow 
timing are varying for all four emission scenarios as well number of stations show no change in 
extreme flow timing are also varying. Early summer and spring flows were observed for the 
stations located in Ontario, Manitoba, Quebec and Saskatchewan with increase in return period. 
However, stations located in British Columbia are projected with increase in extreme flows during 
winter months of December and January. Stations located in northern Canada show decrease in 
return period and early summertime extreme flows. 
Table 5.12. Number of regulated flow gauging stations projected with change/no-change/uncertain 
in extreme flow month. 
 
 
RCP Change No Change Uncertain 
RCP 2.6 
 
126 
 
352 594 
RCP 4.5 
 
124 
 
167 
 
781 
 
RCP 6.0 
 
209 
 
 
178 
 
 
685 
 
RCP 8.5 
 
115 
 
 
83 
 
 
874 
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Figure 5.16. Changes in extreme month flow for the regulated stations across Canada for RCP 2.6 
and RCP 4.5. 
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Figure 5.17. Changes in extreme month flow for the regulated stations across Canada for RCP 6.0 
and RCP 8.5. 
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It is found that stations located in regions like southern Ontario, Quebec and some parts of Alberta, 
Manitoba and British Columbia show early summer flow in the month of March which was in 
April in the historical period. Most of the stations show large uncertainty across Alberta, Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan regions.  
 
5.5 Uncertainty assessment 
As evident from the results provided in Appendix A, considerable uncertainty is associated with 
the projected changes in flood frequencies and timings across Canada. Uncertainty contributed by 
different GCMs is quantified using both approaches: median approach and concurrent GCM 
median approach. Under both approaches, the uncertainty magnitude is calculated following 
Equation 10.  Normalized values of uncertainty as obtained for 100-year and 250-year return 
period flood events from median (Figures 5.18 and 5.19 respectively) and concurrent GCM median 
approaches (Figures 5.20 and 5.21 respectively) are presented. In case of median approach, it can 
be noted that British Columbia, Yukon Territories; Manitoba, parts of Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
southern Ontario, parts of northern and southern Quebec and northeastern Nunavut Territories are 
projected with higher uncertainty than regions such as: northwest Territories, Nunavut region, 
southern Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, southern Ontario, and southeastern Quebec. 
Between the four emission scenarios, RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 show similar spatial 
distribution of uncertainty whereas RCP 6.0 show considerably different uncertainty distribution 
across Canada. Between 100 and 250-year return period flooding events, uncertainty extent is 
found lesser in case of 250-year return period events than 100-year flood events.  
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Figure 5.18. Uncertainty assessment for the projection of return period by the GCMs using median 
approach for 100-year return period flood event. Higher uncertainty is associated with regions in 
red whereas lower uncertainty is associated with regions in green. 
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Figure 5.19. Uncertainty assessment for the projection of return period by the GCMs using 
median approach for 250-year return period flood event. 
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In case of concurrent median approach, uncertainty magnitudes are found smaller than the median 
approach (as shown in Figures 5.20 and 5.21). This is because only a subset of GCMs considered 
in the median approach are used to calculate uncertainty in the concurrent median approach. From 
the Figures 5.20 and 5.21 it can be noted that areas of British Columbia, northern Alberta, 
Saskatchewan, Manitoba; Ontario and some parts of Quebec show higher uncertainty than areas 
such as northern Canada, parts of Quebec, central Saskatchewan, and Manitoba which exhibit 
lower uncertainty magnitudes. 
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Figure 5.20. Uncertainty assessment using concurrent GCM median approach for 100-
year return period flooding event.  
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Figure 5.21. Uncertainty assessment using concurrent median approach for 250-year return 
period flooding event.  
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 Conclusions and future work 
Conclusions based on the results obtained in this study are summarized in this section. Directions 
in which this work can be extended in future are also presented. 
6.1  Conclusions 
This research investigates future changes in flood hazard and risk across Canada taking into 
consideration the uncertainty associated with future hydro-climatic projections. The methodology 
involves simulating high resolution historical and future flow projections across Canada by using 
low resolution runoff projections made by the GCMs as inputs into a mesoscale hydrodynamic 
model: CaMa-Flood.  
High resolution historical and future flows are used to assess future changes in flood magnitude 
and timing across Canada (referred as flood hazard in this thesis). Considerable uncertainty in the 
projected changes is clearly evident from the obtained results. The changes obtained from different 
GCMs are aggregated by adopting a concurrent median approach. Aggregated results indicate 
early summertime extreme flows in the regions like, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Quebec,  
southern Ontario and some parts of Nunavut and Yukon territories whereas, British Columbia 
region is mostly projected with increases in wintertime flooding. RCP 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 show 
similar projections in peak flood timings, where regions like, Ontario, Quebec, southern Manitoba, 
southern Saskatchewan, Yukon Territory and Nunavut Territory are projecting early summertime 
flows. Southern British Columbia region is projected to have wintertime flooding. There are more 
uncertain grids (represented by grey color shown in Figure 5.5) in case of RCP 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 
compared to RCP 8.5. Flood frequency is projected to increase in most of northern Canada, 
southern Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia, and northeastern Saskatchewan (with updated return 
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period of 100-year historical return period flood in the range of 10-60 years in future) whereas 
central Canada is projected with decreases in flood frequency in future. Climate regions like, 
South-eastern Ontario, Taiga, Arctic, Pacific Maritime climate regions are projected with increase 
in flooding frequencies with updated return period for 100-year historical return period flood event 
in the range of 10-40, 10-70,  20-70, 10-45 years respectively in future timeline. 
Flood risk is calculated by overlapping flood hazard with exposure. In this study, the risk of 
projected changes in flood magnitudes and timings is calculated on 100 most populated Canadian 
cities and regulated discharge gauging stations. We find considerable influence of both hazard and 
exposure on the projection of flood risk change. Among the analyzed cities, highly populated cities 
like, Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, Vancouver, Saint Catharines-Niagara, Kitchener, Halifax, 
Quebec, Calgary, Abbotsford etc. are projected with the highest flood risks. Cities with less 
population like, Cornwall, Nanaimo, Kanata, White rock, Belleville, Peterborough, Duncan, 
Bolton, Lloydminster etc. are projected with low flood risks. However, the same is not true for 
flood hazard where many less populated cities are projecting largest increases in flood hazard as 
discussed in section 5.3. Results indicate that close to 40%-60% of the cities can be expected to 
experience higher hazard and risks associated with flooding in future including some of the largest 
and most populous Canadian cities such as Toronto and Montreal. 
Number of regulated flow gauging stations projected with an increase, decrease, or no-change in 
future flooding frequencies varies for different emission scenarios as shown in Table 5.2. In 
general, flood risk is projected to increase mostly for the regulated flow gauging stations present 
in southern Ontario, southern British Columbia, Quebec, Alberta, Saskatchewan, northwestern 
part of Nunavut territories and Yukon territories where the return period of flood events are 
projected to decrease heavily and projecting earlier summer and spring time flows. Stations 
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located in British Columbia are projected with increase in peak flows during the winter months 
(December and January). Hence, flood hazard and flood risk is increasing for these stations as 
well as the cities located near these regulated flow gauging stations and are at risk of increased 
wintertime flooding in future. Stations located in northern Canada in Northwest Territories and 
Yukon Territories show decrease in return period and early summertime flows in the month of  
May that would increase flood risk across the cities located near these gauging stations. This study 
quantifies flood hazard and risk associated with these regulated flow gauging stations so that if 
required, their operational rules can be adjusted to account for projected changes in extreme flow 
dynamics across Canada. Between 20%-40% of these stations are found to be associated with 
uncertain direction of change in flooding frequencies whereas 55%-80% of the stations are found 
to be associated with uncertain simulated extreme flow months. Out of the stations where robust 
estimates are obtained 40%-60% of the stations are predicted with future increases in flooding 
frequencies and 30%-60% of the stations are predicted with future changes in extreme flow 
months. 
To quantify uncertainty associated with future flood hazard and risk, runoff projections made by 
all twenty-two GCMs considered in this study are analyzed, separately for the four RCPs 
considered in this study. Uncertainty magnitude is calculated using two different approaches to be 
able to compare and contrast the effect of choice of methodology of uncertainty quantification on 
calculated uncertainty magnitudes. The approaches considered are: median approach, and 
concurrent GCM approach. Results obtained from median approach indicate higher uncertainty in 
British Columbia, Yukon Territories; Manitoba, parts of Alberta, Saskatchewan, southern Ontario, 
parts of northern and southern Quebec and northeastern Nunavut Territories than regions such as: 
northwest Territories, Nunavut region, southern Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, southern 
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Ontario, southeastern Quebec. On the other hand, concurrent median GCMs approach projected 
areas of British Columbia, northern Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba; Ontario and some parts of 
Quebec show higher uncertainty than areas such as northern Canada, parts of Quebec, central 
Saskatchewan, and Manitoba which exhibit lower uncertainty magnitudes.  
Results of projected future flood hazard change across Canada will help in 1) Dam safety 
regulations; 2) Floodplain mapping and; 3) Regulatory rules across regulated flow gauging 
stations. In case of determining failure of dam, the first steps are to determine the area that will be 
inundated, the depth and the velocity of the flood waters. The projections of high flows would help 
to control flooding to the downstream and nearby population. Based on the future flow projections 
and flood timings, new dams can be built in the areas where high future flood hazard is projected, 
especially in the southern Ontario region where 1/3 of Canada’s population is living. Long-term 
operational rules can be changed for the existing dams by extracting the future flood hazard 
projection values from the results obtained by this study. Another implication of this study would 
be floodplain mapping that is performed to delineate the area that can be expected to flood. 
Floodplain maps show the location of the normal channel of a watercourse, surrounding features or 
developments, ground elevation contours, flood levels and floodplain limits (the elevation and 
horizontal extent of the high water marks of 100-year and 250-year return period flooding events). 
Future flood hazard projections for the large floods considered in this study would help in 
floodplain mapping along the river water network across Canada. Regulated flow gauging stations 
regulate the high flows and protect the people from flooding. Changing long-term regulatory rules 
/operational rules based on the results obtained by this study would help in assessing flood hazard 
and indirect flood risk to the communities. These regulatory rules provide safety, comfort, and 
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resources to the communities living downstream. Long-term projections of future flood hazard 
would help in assessing the indirect flood risk to the people in nearby cities.  
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to assess Canada-wide changes in future flood 
hazard and flood risk. Although some recent studies have looked at changes in flood hazard at 
global scales (Hirabayashi et al. 2013; Winsemius et al. 2013; Pappenberger et al. 2012; Yamazaki 
et al. 2013), this study is unique in terms that it considers a much larger ensemble of 84 future 
runoff projections made by 21 GCMs to explore future uncertainty in flooding characteristics for a 
large country like Canada. The results from this study will help decision-makers to effectively 
manage and design municipal and civil infrastructure in Canada under future projected climate 
change. 
 
6.2  Future work 
The analysis present in this thesis can be extended in the following directions: 
 In this study, CaMa-Flood model used in Hirabayashi et al. (2013) is used for the analysis of 
future changes in flood magnitude, timing and related risk across Canada. Model parameters 
such as: Manning’s coefficient, are kept unchanged between historical and future timelines. 
With projected changes in land-cover and other geophysical characteristics, some of these 
parameters are expected to change in future. The sensitivity of projected changes towards 
probable changes in CaMa-Flood parameters can be investigated in future which will result in 
more realistic future flood hazard and risk projections.  
 Bias-correction is performed to correct time-invariant errors in low resolution GCM output. 
Since GCM outputs are known to contain bias, state-of-the-art bias-correction methods can be 
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used to correct GCM runoff before they are used to generate higher resolution flow projections 
across Canada. A comparison of projected changes in flood hazard and risk with and without 
bias-correction can be performed to quantify its influence of the projected changes. 
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8. Appendices 
 
Appendix A: Return period change of historical 100-year and 250-year flood events in future for 
different future emission scenarios for all 21 global circulation models are present in this section. 
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Appendix B: Monthly changes of historical extreme flow month for all GCM-RCP combinations. 
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Appendix C: Median result of return period change for historical 100-year and 250-year flood event 
for all four RCPs of 21 GCMs under CMIP5 used in this study. 
 
(1) Median results of return period change for historical 100-year flood event in future scenarios. 
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(2) Median results of return period change for historical 250-year flood event in future scenarios. 
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Appendix D: List of 100 most populous cities across Canada along with the population recorded in 
the year 2015 (Statistics Canada, 2017) 
 
Serial 
Number 
City Population Province 
1 Toronto 4551800 Ontario 
2 Montreal 3256300 Quebec 
3 Vancouver 1836500 British Columbia 
4 Calgary 938300 Alberta 
5 Ottawa 863000 Ontario 
6 Edmonton 812400 Alberta 
7 Hamilton 645100 Ontario 
8 Quebec 643200 Quebec 
9 Winnipeg 637900 Manitoba 
10 Kitchener 403800 Ontario 
11 London 346900 Ontario 
12 Saint Catharines-
Niagara 
312700 Ontario 
13 Victoria 289400 British Columbia 
14 Windsor 274400 Ontario 
15 Halifax 268900 Nova Scotia 
16 Oshawa 244700 Ontario 
17 Gatineau 235000 Quebec 
18 Saskatoon 195000 Saskatchewan 
19 Regina 174600 Saskatchewan 
20 Barrie 147200 Ontario 
21 Abbotsford 139900 British Columbia 
22 Sherbrooke 129000 Quebec 
23 Trois-Rivieres 119200 Quebec 
24 Kelowna 116400 British Columbia 
25 Saint John's 115400 Newfoundland 
26 Guelph 113200 Ontario 
27 Kingston 112700 Ontario 
28 Chicoutimi- 109800 Quebec 
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Jonquiere 
29 Sudbury 108300 Ontario 
30 Thunder Bay 102800 Ontario 
31 Saint John 88700 New Brunswick 
32 Brantford 88300 Ontario 
33 Moncton 88300 New Brunswick 
34 Sarnia 81900 Ontario 
35 Nanaimo 81200 British Columbia 
36 Kanata 79300 Ontario 
37 Peterborough 75900 Ontario 
38 Red deer 71800 Alberta 
39 Saint-Jean-sur-
Richelieu 
71300 Quebec 
40 Lethbridge 70100 Alberta 
41 Kamloops 68500 British Columbia 
42 Sault Ste. Marie 66700 Ontario 
43 White Rock 66400 British Columbia 
44 Prince George 66300 British Columbia 
45 Belleville 64500 Ontario 
46 Medicine Hat 60300 Alberta 
47 Drummondville 59300 Quebec 
48 Saint-Jerome 54700 Quebec 
49 Granby 53800 Quebec 
50 Fredericton 52800 New Brunswick 
51 Chilliwack 51900 British Columbia 
52 North Bay 51700 Ontario 
53 Cornwall 49300 Ontario 
54 Shawinigan 49000 Quebec 
55 Saint-Hyacinthe 48400 Quebec 
56 Chatham 45100 New Brunswick, 
Ontario 
57 Vernon 43400 British Columbia 
58 Beloeil 42900 Quebec 
59 Wood Buffalo 40600 Alberta 
60 Charlottetown 39900 Prince Edward Island 
61 Grande Prairie 39600 Alberta 
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62 Georgina 38800 Ontario 
63 Salaberry-de-
Valleyfield 
38500 Quebec 
64 Saint Thomas 37900 Quebec 
65 Rimouski 37300 Quebec 
66 Sorel 37000 Tracey, Quebec 
67 Penticton 36300 British Columbia 
68 Victoriaville 35200 Quebec 
69 Joliette 34600 Quebec 
70 Prince Albert 34200 Saskatchewan 
71 Woodstock 33900 Ontario 
72 Bowmanville-
Newcastle 
33900 Ontario 
73 Sydney 33000 Nova Scotia 
74 Georgetown 32800 Ontario 
75 Courtenay 32800 British Columbia 
76 Timmins 32500 Ontario 
77 Campbell River 32400 British Columbia 
78 Moose Jaw 32000 Saskatchewan 
79 Midland 31100 Ontario 
80 Stratford 30400 Ontario 
81 Orillia 30100 Ontario 
82 Orangeville 30100 Ontario 
83 Leamington 30000 Ontario 
84 Alma 29100 New Brunswick, 
Quebec 
85 Brandon 28900 Manitoba 
86 Nanticoke 26200 Ontario 
87 North Cowichan 25500 British Columbia 
88 Val-d'Or 25300 Quebec 
89 Rouyn-Noranda 23900 Quebec 
90 Brockville 23900 Ontario 
91 Sept-Iles 23200 Quebec 
92 Milton 23200 Ontario 
93 Central Okanagan 23100 British Columbia 
94 Owen Sound 22800 Ontario 
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95 Airdrie 22500 Alberta 
96 Duncan 22200 British Columbia 
97 Lloydminster 22100 Alberta, Saskatchewan 
98 Thetford Mines 21900 Quebec 
99 Walnut Grove 21500 British Columbia 
100 Bolton 21400 Ontario 
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APPENDIX E: Future projected return periods for 100 populous Canadian cities 
Table E1. Future projected return periods of historical 100-year floods for 100 populous Canadian 
cities (arranged from lowest to highest projected future return period). Future return periods for 
cities projected with very high return periods (≥1000 years) are only presented categorically. 
 
S. No. RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
1 Kelowna (4) Kelowna (4) Hamilton (1) Trois-rivieres (2) 
2 Chicoutimi-jonquiere 
(5) 
Sault sainte marie (4) Kelowna (3) Alma (3) 
3 Vancouver (6) Central okanagan (7) Orangeville (3.5) Central okanagan (3) 
4 Saint-jerome (7) Sudbury (7) Calgary (3.5) Drummondville (3) 
5 Victoriaville (7) Prince albert (10) Lloydminster (6) Victoria (3.5) 
6 Kingston (18) North bay (11) Bolton (7) North cowichan (5) 
7 Drummondville (18) Saint-jerome (11) Woodstock (8) Duncan (5.5) 
8 Central okanagan 
(19.5) 
Calgary (11) Kanata (8) Granby (6) 
9 Leamington (19.5) Quebec (13) Grande prairie (8) Rouyn-noranda (6) 
10 Orangeville (20) Vancouver (14) Winnipeg (8.5) Nanaimo (6) 
11 Rouyn-noranda (21) Drummondville (15.5) Stratford (8.5) Brockville (7.5) 
12 Bolton (21) Trois-rivieres (16) Orillia (9) Ottawa (8) 
13 Victoria (21) Campbell river (16) Central okanagan (9) Gatineau (10) 
14 North cowichan (21) Saint-hyacinthe (16.5) Granby (9) Saint-jerome (11) 
15 Duncan (21) Grande prairie (20.5) London (14) North bay (11.5) 
16 Brandon (22) Ottawa (22) Midland (14) Thetford mines (12) 
17 Quebec (23) Gatineau (22) Saint-hyacinthe (16) Saint-hyacinthe (13) 
18 Nanaimo (23) Oshawa (22) Barrie (17.5) Grande prairie (13) 
19 Courtenay (23) Bowmanville-newcastle 
(23) 
Drummondville (18) Georgetown (13.5) 
20 Oshawa (23.5) Bolton (23.5) Penticton (19.5) Victoriaville (14) 
21 Bowmanville-
newcastle (25.5) 
Lethbridge (25) Kitchener (22) Georgina (15) 
22 Brockville (26) Brandon (26) Oshawa (22.5) Owen sound (15) 
23 Saint-hyacinthe (26) Timmins (26) Bowmanville-newcastle 
(24) 
Vancouver (15) 
24 Granby (27) Granby (26.5) Lethbridge (25) Lloydminster (16) 
25 Owen sound (27.5) Orangeville (27) Guelph (25) Kelowna (16) 
26 Trois-rivieres (28.5) Woodstock (27.5) Airdrie (27) Edmonton (17) 
27 Sherbrooke (29) Alma (28) Georgetown (27) Timmins (17.5) 
28 Saint john's (30) Rouyn-noranda (29) Saint-jerome (28) Sherbrooke (18) 
29 Thetford mines (30) Thetford mines (30.5) Brockville (29) Winnipeg (20) 
30 Campbell river (31) Leamington (31) Saint thomas (30) Lethbridge (21) 
31 London (31.5) Saint john's (31) Ottawa (30) Saint john (21) 
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32 Georgina (33.5) Winnipeg (32) Gatineau (30) Regina (22) 
33 North bay (34) Moncton (32) Alma (30) Saint john's (22) 
34 Ottawa (34.5) North cowichan (32) Victoriaville (30) Saint thomas (23.5) 
35 Gatineau (37) Duncan (32.5) Edmonton (30) Sault sainte marie (23.5) 
36 Stratford (38) Victoria (34) Kingston (30) Saint catharines-niagara 
(23.5) 
37 Winnipeg (40) Kingston (34.5) Toronto (32) Cornwall (24) 
38 Saint john (41.5) Owen sound (40) Moose jaw (33.5) Nanticoke (24) 
39 Lethbridge (42) Kitchener (46.5) Saint john's (34) Salaberry-de-valleyfield 
(25) 
40 Saskatoon (42.5) Georgina (48.5) Trois-rivieres (34) White rock (26) 
41 Sault sainte marie 
(45.5) 
Brockville (50) Thetford mines (34) Abbotsford (26) 
42 Nanticoke (49) Medicine hat (60) Owen sound (35) Chilliwack (27) 
43 Saint catharines-
niagara (55) 
Edmonton (100) North bay (36) Joliette (28) 
44 Cornwall (55) Nanaimo (125) Halifax (36) Walnut grove (28) 
45 Salaberry-de-
valleyfield (84.5) 
Saint john (151) Sault sainte marie (38) Sorel (28) 
46 Brantford (87.5) Sherbrooke (176) Saint catharines-niagara 
(39.5) 
Prince george (29) 
47 Chatham (97.5) Guelph (213.5) Nanticoke (40) Milton (30) 
48 Saint-jean-sur-richelieu 
(99.5) 
Victoriaville (217) Cornwall (42) Montreal (30) 
49 Beloeil (100) Halifax (218.5) Shawinigan (43) Prince albert (30.5) 
50 Kamloops (103.5) Georgetown (233.5) Sorel (45) Belleville (31) 
51 Abbotsford (104) Saint thomas (237.5) Joliette (49) Saint-jean-sur-richelieu 
(32) 
52 Sarnia (105.5) London (252) Prince albert (54.5) Beloeil (35.5) 
53 Prince george (106) Saint catharines-niagara 
(255.5) 
White rock (100) Bolton (37.5) 
54 Chilliwack (112) Nanticoke (259) Walnut grove (140) Shawinigan (41) 
55 Moose jaw (125) Cornwall (279) Abbotsford (148) Sarnia (41) 
56 Toronto (126) Salaberry-de-valleyfield 
(289) 
Chilliwack (202) Toronto (45.5) 
57 White rock (133.5) Walnut grove (292.5) Salaberry-de-valleyfield 
(205) 
Vernon (48) 
58 Midland (168) Abbotsford (327) Kamloops (216) Orangeville (49) 
59 Walnut grove (198.5) White rock (339.5) Timmins (274.5) Val-d'or (61) 
60 Vernon (210) Chilliwack (419) Prince george (317) Kamloops (100) 
61 Joliette (224.5) Shawinigan (425) Val-d'or (330) Moose jaw (141) 
62 Montreal (245) Sorel (461) Montreal (332) Thunder bay (169) 
63 Kitchener (264) Prince george (463) Vancouver (352.5) Kanata (185) 
64 Thunder bay (277.5) Kamloops (468) Brantford (382.5) Chatham (187) 
65 Woodstock (277.5) Joliette (468) Vernon (394) London (261) 
66 Rimouski (311) Peterborough (478) Beloeil (504) Brantford (261) 
67 Milton (361) Chicoutimi-jonquiere (569) Saint-jean-sur-richelieu 
(507) 
Peterborough (275) 
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68 Peterborough (363) Montreal (643) Courtenay (507) Rimouski (301) 
69 Fredericton (407.5) Wood buffalo (666.5) Quebec (514) Stratford (326) 
70 Belleville (434) Val-d'or (671.5) Chatham (628) Oshawa (406) 
71 Moncton (442) Beloeil (703) Sarnia (670) Bowmanville-newcastle 
(435) 
72 Halifax (518) Saint-jean-sur-richelieu 
(729) 
Nanaimo (781) Midland (485.5) 
73 Barrie (522) Saskatoon (743) Victoria (889) Sudbury (533) 
74 Sorel (532) Rimouski (767) Sudbury (≥1000) Woodstock (665) 
75 Airdrie (559) Midland (≥1000) Fredericton (≥1000) Halifax (733) 
76 Hamilton (596) Stratford (≥1000) Wood buffalo (≥1000) Quebec (836.5) 
77 Saint thomas (710.5) Kanata (≥1000) North cowichan (≥1000) Courtenay (876) 
78 Penticton (740.5) Belleville (≥1000) Milton (≥1000) Hamilton (934) 
79 Kanata (740.5) Vernon (≥1000) Duncan (≥1000) Guelph (985) 
80 Red deer (744) Lloydminster (≥1000) Sherbrooke (≥1000) Campbell river (≥1000) 
81 Lloydminster (798) Red deer (≥1000) Chicoutimi-jonquiere 
(≥1000) 
Leamington (≥1000) 
82 Calgary (910.5) Barrie (≥1000) Thunder bay (≥1000) Kitchener (≥1000) 
83 Grande prairie (≥1000) Brantford (≥1000) Belleville (≥1000) Red deer (≥1000) 
84 Wood buffalo (≥1000) Penticton (≥1000) Campbell river (≥1000) Orillia (≥1000) 
85 Val-d'or (≥1000) Toronto (≥1000) Rouyn-noranda (≥1000) Barrie (≥1000) 
86 Timmins (≥1000) Thunder bay (≥1000) Peterborough (≥1000) Chicoutimi-jonquiere 
(≥1000) 
87 Sudbury (≥1000) Chatham (≥1000) Brandon (≥1000) Sydney (≥1000) 
88 Sydney (≥1000) Milton (≥1000) Saskatoon (≥1000) Brandon (≥1000) 
89 Shawinigan (≥1000) Orillia (≥1000) Regina (≥1000) Wood buffalo (≥1000) 
90 Prince albert (≥1000) Sarnia (≥1000) Saint john (≥1000) Fredericton (≥1000) 
91 Alma (≥1000) Moose jaw (≥1000) Georgina (≥1000) Kingston (≥1000) 
92 Georgetown (≥1000) Airdrie (≥1000) Moncton (≥1000) Airdrie (≥1000) 
93 Medicine hat (≥1000) Fredericton (≥1000) Leamington (≥1000) Moncton (≥1000) 
94 Regina (≥1000) Hamilton (≥1000) Red deer (≥1000) Penticton (≥1000) 
95 Edmonton (≥1000) Courtenay (≥1000) Rimouski (≥1000) Calgary (≥1000) 
96 Orillia (≥1000) Regina (≥1000) Medicine hat (≥1000) Saskatoon (≥1000) 
97 Guelph (≥1000) Sydney (≥1000) Sydney (≥1000) Medicine hat (≥1000) 
98 Windsor (≥1000) Windsor (≥1000) Windsor (≥1000) Windsor (≥1000) 
99 Charlottetown (≥1000) Charlottetown (≥1000) Charlottetown (≥1000) Charlottetown (≥1000) 
100 Sept-iles (≥1000) Sept-iles (≥1000) Sept-iles (≥1000) Sept-iles (≥1000) 
 
Table E2. Future projected return periods of historical 250-year floods for 100 populous Canadian 
cities (arranged from lowest to highest projected future return period). Future return periods for 
cities projected with very high return periods (≥2500 years) are only presented categorically. 
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S. No. RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
1 Kelowna (4) Kelowna (4) Calgary (1) Saint john's (2) 
2 Chicoutimi-jonquiere 
(5) 
Sudbury (4) Kelowna (3) Prince albert (3) 
3 Prince albert (6) Sault sainte marie (8) Georgetown (3) Alma (3) 
4 Vancouver (7) Prince albert (8) Val-d'or (3.5) Central okanagan (3) 
5 North cowichan (7.5) Central okanagan (14.5) Bolton (6) Trois-rivieres (3.5) 
6 Duncan (21) Vancouver (15) Orangeville (8) Quebec (6) 
7 Victoria (28) North bay (16) Lloydminster (8) Drummondville (6.5) 
8 Victoriaville (30) Saint-jerome (19) Central okanagan (8.5) Granby (7) 
9 Central okanagan (30) Trois-rivieres (20) Granby (9) Kelowna (7) 
10 Kingston (31) Quebec (20.5) Grande prairie (11.5) Victoria (7) 
11 Saint-jerome (32) Campbell river (22) Orillia (14) North cowichan (10) 
12 Nanaimo (36) Saint-hyacinthe (26.5) Sherbrooke (14) Duncan (12) 
13 Quebec (36.5) Drummondville (27) Airdrie (14.5) Saint-hyacinthe (14) 
14 Drummondville (38) Granby (27.5) Saint-hyacinthe (14.5) Rouyn-noranda (15) 
15 Saint john's (39.5) Calgary (27.5) Midland (21.5) Ottawa (15) 
16 Brandon (43) Courtenay (30) Winnipeg (25) Gatineau (15.5) 
17 Granby (44) Oshawa (31) Guelph (28) Grande prairie (15.5) 
18 Bolton (44) Bowmanville-newcastle 
(32) 
Barrie (34) Georgina (18.5) 
19 Orangeville (44) Ottawa (36) Oshawa (34.5) Brockville (21) 
20 Brockville (45) Gatineau (43) Bowmanville-newcastle 
(36.5) 
Timmins (21) 
21 Ottawa (45.5) Saint john's (43) Brockville (37) Saint-jerome (22.5) 
22 Gatineau (46) Grande prairie (44) Alma (38.5) Nanaimo (23.5) 
23 Owen sound (46.5) Alma (44) Lethbridge (39) North bay (25.5) 
24 Grande prairie (47.5) Kingston (45) Victoriaville (39.5) Victoriaville (27.5) 
25 Trois-rivieres (49) Orangeville (46) Kingston (43) Owen sound (28) 
26 Saint-hyacinthe (52.5) Rouyn-noranda (47.5) Saint-jerome (43.5) Winnipeg (29) 
27 Sherbrooke (55) Thetford mines (48) Edmonton (45.5) Saint john (31) 
28 Stratford (56) Nanaimo (51.5) Medicine hat (46) Edmonton (31.5) 
29 Guelph (57) Bolton (53) Ottawa (46.5) Thetford mines (32) 
30 Thetford mines (63) Wood buffalo (56) Gatineau (46.5) Saint thomas (32) 
31 Campbell river (67) Timmins (57) Owen sound (48.5) Lethbridge (33) 
32 Georgina (69) Brandon (57) Saint john's (49.5) Regina (34) 
33 London (70.5) Lethbridge (59) Thetford mines (51) Orangeville (37) 
34 Oshawa (72) Leamington (63.5) Halifax (52) Bolton (38) 
35 Bowmanville-
newcastle (83) 
Edmonton (73) Sault sainte marie (55) Sydney (38) 
36 North bay (83.5) Winnipeg (73) Nanticoke (57) Sault sainte marie (40) 
37 Winnipeg (89) Georgina (74) Saint catharines-niagara 
(58) 
Saint catharines-niagara 
(40.5) 
38 Regina (90) Saint john (75) Cornwall (58.5) Cornwall (43) 
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39 Saskatoon (91) Victoria (77) Joliette (58.5) Nanticoke (43) 
40 Halifax (94) North cowichan (78) Prince albert (59) Salaberry-de-valleyfield 
(46.5) 
41 Sault sainte marie 
(123) 
Duncan (83) Sorel (59) Walnut grove (48) 
42 Nanticoke (195.5) Brockville (86) Salaberry-de-valleyfield 
(62) 
Joliette (49.5) 
43 Saint catharines-
niagara (219.5) 
Medicine hat (94) Shawinigan (62) Abbotsford (52) 
44 Cornwall (226) Victoriaville (114) Abbotsford (64.5) White rock (56) 
45 Salaberry-de-
valleyfield (234) 
Georgetown (122) Chilliwack (66) Chilliwack (56) 
46 Lethbridge (236.5) Sherbrooke (144) White rock (66) Sorel (58) 
47 Sorel (250) London (144) Walnut grove (67) Prince george (59) 
48 Chatham (254.5) Kanata (250) Kamloops (67) Milton (59) 
49 Sarnia (257) Regina (290) Montreal (67.5) Belleville (60) 
50 Moose jaw (264) Saint catharines-niagara 
(622) 
Vancouver (68) Beloeil (61) 
51 Brantford (272.5) Nanticoke (732) Vernon (68) Montreal (61.5) 
52 Joliette (277) Cornwall (848.5) Rouyn-noranda (69.5) Saint-jean-sur-richelieu 
(62) 
53 Leamington (283.5) Salaberry-de-valleyfield 
(888) 
Stratford (73) Shawinigan (63) 
54 Kamloops (286.5) White rock (895.5) Beloeil (78) Thunder bay (65) 
55 Toronto (290) Walnut grove (1234) Toronto (80) Sarnia (66) 
56 Montreal (351) Abbotsford (1271) Nanaimo (82.5) Toronto (69) 
57 Peterborough (465) Chilliwack (1364.5) Sarnia (83) Vernon (71) 
58 Rimouski (486) Shawinigan (1402) Saint-jean-sur-richelieu 
(97) 
Kamloops (79) 
59 White rock (543) Prince george (1402) Chatham (104) Kanata (83.5) 
60 Wood buffalo (616) Joliette (1419) Saint thomas (106.5) Brantford (84.5) 
61 Walnut grove (720) Beloeil (1757) Victoria (109) Peterborough (126) 
62 Abbotsford (740) Kamloops (2178) North cowichan (135.5) Val-d'or (147) 
63 Fredericton (1094) Peterborough (2202) Duncan (155) Vancouver (250) 
64 Thunder bay (1119) Sorel (2234) Quebec (156.5) Rimouski (602) 
65 Kitchener (1119) Saint-jean-sur-richelieu 
(≥2500) 
Brandon (250) Midland (684) 
66 Chilliwack (1300.5) Chicoutimi-jonquiere 
(≥2500) 
Wood buffalo (562.5) Stratford (889.5) 
67 Vernon (1353) Montreal (≥2500) Sudbury (785) London (951) 
68 Woodstock (1599.5) Rimouski (≥2500) Thunder bay (859) Moose jaw (952) 
69 Milton (1643) Brantford (≥2500) Kitchener (1503.5) Chatham (1406.5) 
70 Hamilton (2094.5) Midland (≥2500) Timmins (1503.5) Campbell river (1540) 
71 Airdrie (2158) Thunder bay (≥2500) Belleville (1755) Sudbury (2030) 
72 Red deer (≥2500) Belleville (≥2500) Courtenay (1829) Courtenay (2254) 
73 Penticton (≥2500) Stratford (≥2500) Peterborough (2204) Oshawa (≥2500) 
74 Kanata (≥2500) Toronto (≥2500) Fredericton (2329) Bowmanville-newcastle 
(≥2500) 
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75 Alma (≥2500) Vernon (≥2500) Prince george (2361) Lloydminster (≥2500) 
76 Belleville (≥2500) Barrie (≥2500) Milton (≥2500) Wood buffalo (≥2500) 
77 Saint thomas (≥2500) Sarnia (≥2500) London (≥2500) Barrie (≥2500) 
78 Orillia (≥2500) Moncton (≥2500) Moncton (≥2500) Georgetown (≥2500) 
79 Georgetown (≥2500) Milton (≥2500) Penticton (≥2500) Hamilton (≥2500) 
80 Barrie (≥2500) Red deer (≥2500) Hamilton (≥2500) Red deer (≥2500) 
81 Lloydminster (≥2500) Val-d'or (≥2500) Regina (≥2500) Brandon (≥2500) 
82 Calgary (≥2500) Chatham (≥2500) Kanata (≥2500) Guelph (≥2500) 
83 Val-d'or (≥2500) Orillia (≥2500) Chicoutimi-jonquiere 
(≥2500) 
Chicoutimi-jonquiere 
(≥2500) 
84 Sudbury (≥2500) Moose jaw (≥2500) Georgina (≥2500) Kitchener (≥2500) 
85 Prince george (≥2500) Airdrie (≥2500) Saint john (≥2500) Penticton (≥2500) 
86 Sydney (≥2500) Halifax (≥2500) Leamington (≥2500) Airdrie (≥2500) 
87 Saint-jean-sur-richelieu 
(≥2500) 
Penticton (≥2500) Saskatoon (≥2500) Fredericton (≥2500) 
88 Edmonton (≥2500) Lloydminster (≥2500) Campbell river (≥2500) Leamington (≥2500) 
89 Timmins (≥2500) Hamilton (≥2500) Brantford (≥2500) Orillia (≥2500) 
90 Shawinigan (≥2500) Saint thomas (≥2500) Trois-rivieres (≥2500) Woodstock (≥2500) 
91 Midland (≥2500) Kitchener (≥2500) Woodstock (≥2500) Halifax (≥2500) 
92 Rouyn-noranda 
(≥2500) 
Fredericton (≥2500) Moose jaw (≥2500) Moncton (≥2500) 
93 Courtenay (≥2500) Guelph (≥2500) Red deer (≥2500) Kingston (≥2500) 
94 Saint john (≥2500) Woodstock (≥2500) Sydney (≥2500) Sherbrooke (≥2500) 
95 Medicine hat (≥2500) Saskatoon (≥2500) North bay (≥2500) Calgary (≥2500) 
96 Moncton (≥2500) Owen sound (≥2500) Drummondville (≥2500) Medicine hat (≥2500) 
97 Beloeil (≥2500) Sydney (≥2500) Rimouski (≥2500) Saskatoon (≥2500) 
98 Windsor (≥2500) Windsor (≥2500) Windsor (≥2500) Windsor (≥2500) 
99 Charlottetown (≥2500) Charlottetown (≥2500) Charlottetown (≥2500) Charlottetown (≥2500) 
100 Sept-iles (≥2500) Sept-iles (≥2500) Sept-iles (≥2500) Sept-iles (≥2500) 
 
Table E3. Future projected risk of increase in the return period of historical 100-year floods for 100 
populous Canadian cities (arranged from lowest to highest projected risk). Risk values below -10 
are only presented categorically. 
 
S. No. RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
1 Kelowna (0.8) Kelowna (0.7) Hamilton (0.8) Trois-rivieres (0.8) 
2 Chicoutimi-jonquiere 
(0.7) 
Sault sainte marie (0.7) Kelowna (0.7) Alma (0.8) 
3 Vancouver (0.5) Central okanagan (0.5) Calgary (0.5) Victoria (0.5) 
4 Saint-jerome (0.4) Sudbury (0.3) Orangeville (0.5) Drummondville (0.5) 
5 Kingston (0.4) North bay (0.3) Winnipeg (0.5) Central okanagan (0.5) 
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6 Quebec (0.4) Prince albert (0.2) Kanata (0.3) Granby (0.4) 
7 Victoria (0.3) Saint-jerome (0.2) Woodstock (0.3) Ottawa (0.4) 
8 Drummondville (0.2) Calgary (0.2) Grande prairie (0.3) Gatineau (0.4) 
9 Oshawa (0.2) Vancouver (0.2) London (0.2) Nanaimo (0.4) 
10 Victoriaville (0.2) Quebec (0.2) Lloydminster (0.2) Vancouver (0.3) 
11 Nanaimo (0.2) Ottawa (0.2) Stratford (0.2) North cowichan (0.3) 
12 Sherbrooke (0.2) Trois-rivieres (0.2) Granby (0.2) Saint-jerome (0.3) 
13 London (0.2) Gatineau (0.2) Barrie (0.2) Edmonton (0.2) 
14 Trois-rivieres (0.2) Oshawa (0.2) Kitchener (0.2) North bay (0.2) 
15 Leamington (0.2) Drummondville (0.2) Oshawa (0.2) Winnipeg (0.2) 
16 Ottawa (0.2) Winnipeg (0.2) Orillia (0.2) Saint-hyacinthe (0.2) 
17 Saint john's (0.2) Saint-hyacinthe (0.2) Saint-hyacinthe (0.2) Kelowna (0.2) 
18 Orangeville (0.2) Lethbridge (0.2) Drummondville (0.2) Grande prairie (0.2) 
19 Winnipeg (0.1) Grande prairie (0.1) Midland (0.2) Rouyn-noranda (0.2) 
20 Gatineau (0.1) Victoria (0.1) Lethbridge (0.2) Sherbrooke (0.2) 
21 Granby (0.1) Kitchener (0.1) Guelph (0.2) Duncan (0.2) 
22 Toronto (0.1) Saint john's (0.1) Ottawa (0.2) Georgina (0.2) 
23 Saint-hyacinthe (0.1) Campbell river (0.1) Toronto (0.2) Toronto (0.2) 
24 Montreal (0.1) Granby (0.1) Penticton (0.2) Montreal (0.2) 
25 Bowmanville-
newcastle (0.1) 
Edmonton (0.1) Edmonton (0.2) Victoriaville (0.2) 
26 Courtenay (0.1) Bowmanville-newcastle 
(0.1) 
Gatineau (0.1) Georgetown (0.2) 
27 Brandon (0.1) Kingston (0.1) Central okanagan (0.1) Regina (0.2) 
28 Saint catharines-
niagara (0.1) 
Moncton (0.1) Bowmanville-newcastle 
(0.1) 
Brockville (0.2) 
29 Saskatoon (0.1) Timmins (0.1) Saint-jerome (0.1) Saint john (0.2) 
30 Kitchener (0.1) Montreal (0.1) Kingston (0.1) Saint john's (0.2) 
31 Hamilton (0.1) Toronto (0.1) Montreal (0.1) Lethbridge (0.1) 
32 Calgary (0.1) Halifax (0.1) Saint john's (0.1) Saint catharines-niagara 
(0.1) 
33 North bay (0.1) Brandon (0) Vancouver (0.1) Quebec (0.1) 
34 Saint john (0.1) London (0) Trois-rivieres (0.1) Hamilton (0.1) 
35 Halifax (0.1) Woodstock (0) Georgetown (0.1) London (0.1) 
36 Rouyn-noranda (0.1) Sherbrooke (0) Saint catharines-niagara 
(0.1) 
Kitchener (0.1) 
37 North cowichan (0.1) Saint catharines-niagara (0) Halifax (0.1) Calgary (0.1) 
38 Central okanagan (0.1) Guelph (0) Quebec (0.1) Halifax (0.1) 
39 Georgina (0) Nanaimo (0) Saint thomas (0.1) Oshawa (0.1) 
40 Abbotsford (0) Orangeville (0) Victoria (0.1) Abbotsford (0.1) 
41 Lethbridge (0) Saint john (0) Abbotsford (0.1) Timmins (0.1) 
42 Barrie (0) Medicine hat (0) Victoriaville (0.1) Barrie (0.1) 
43 Campbell river (0) Alma (0) Saskatoon (0.1) Thunder bay (0.1) 
44 Brantford (0) Leamington (0) Regina (0) Sudbury (0.1) 
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45 Thunder bay (0) Hamilton (0) Alma (0) Guelph (0.1) 
46 Sault sainte marie (0) Saskatoon (0) Sherbrooke (0) Sarnia (0.1) 
47 Sarnia (0) Abbotsford (0) Sudbury (0) Chicoutimi-jonquiere (0.1) 
48 Moncton (0) Georgina (0) Brantford (0) Brantford (0.1) 
49 Saint-jean-sur-richelieu 
(0) 
Barrie (0) Sault sainte marie (0) Sault sainte marie (0.1) 
50 Kamloops (0) Chicoutimi-jonquiere (-0.1) Chicoutimi-jonquiere (0) Kanata (0.1) 
51 Prince george (0) Thunder bay (-0.1) White rock (0) White rock (0.1) 
52 Peterborough (0) Peterborough (-0.1) Thunder bay (0) Saint-jean-sur-richelieu (0) 
53 White rock (0) White rock (-0.1) Kamloops (0) Prince george (0) 
54 Cornwall (0) Brantford (-0.1) Sarnia (0) Peterborough (0) 
55 Kanata (0) Kamloops (-0.3) Prince george (0) Kingston (0) 
56 Belleville (0) Kanata (-0.3) Nanaimo (0) Kamloops (0) 
57 Red deer (0) Prince george (-0.3) Moose jaw (0) Belleville (0) 
58 Chilliwack (0) Saint-jean-sur-richelieu (-
0.4) 
Saint-jean-sur-richelieu (0) Saint thomas (0) 
59 Brockville (-0.1) Sarnia (-0.4) North bay (-0.1) Saskatoon (0) 
60 Fredericton (-0.1) Red deer (-0.4) Saint john (-0.1) Red deer (0) 
61 Chatham (-0.1) Regina (-0.4) Peterborough (-0.2) Chilliwack (0) 
62 Stratford (-0.1) Belleville (-0.4) Moncton (-0.2) Cornwall (0) 
63 Beloeil (-0.1) Chilliwack (-0.4) Chilliwack (-0.2) Moncton (-0.1) 
64 Salaberry-de-
valleyfield (-0.2) 
Cornwall (-0.5) Cornwall (-0.3) Shawinigan (-0.1) 
65 Vernon (-0.2) Shawinigan (-0.5) Shawinigan (-0.4) Chatham (-0.1) 
66 Sudbury (-0.3) Victoriaville (-0.6) Belleville (-0.5) Beloeil (-0.1) 
67 Rimouski (-0.3) Saint thomas (-0.6) Fredericton (-0.6) Vernon (-0.2) 
68 Sorel (-0.3) Rouyn-noranda (-0.6) Red deer (-0.7) Salaberry-de-valleyfield (-
0.2) 
69 Joliette (-0.3) North cowichan (-0.6) Brockville (-0.8) Fredericton (-0.3) 
70 Saint thomas (-0.3) Salaberry-de-valleyfield (-
0.7) 
Vernon (-1) Sorel (-0.5) 
71 Duncan (-0.3) Beloeil (-1) Chatham (-1.3) Owen sound (-0.5) 
72 Woodstock (-0.3) Vernon (-1.1) Salaberry-de-valleyfield (-
1.4) 
Joliette (-0.5) 
73 Moose jaw (-0.4) Chatham (-1.1) Beloeil (-1.8) Rimouski (-0.5) 
74 Penticton (-0.5) Georgetown (-1.3) Sorel (-1.9) Prince albert (-0.7) 
75 Grande prairie (-0.5) Wood buffalo (-1.6) Medicine hat (-2.3) Wood buffalo (-0.8) 
76 Wood buffalo (-0.5) Sorel (-1.6) Wood buffalo (-2.3) Medicine hat (-0.8) 
77 Midland (-0.8) Fredericton (-1.7) Joliette (-2.8) Bowmanville-newcastle (-
0.9) 
78 Owen sound (-0.8) Rimouski (-1.7) Prince albert (-2.8) Woodstock (-1) 
79 Nanticoke (-0.8) Joliette (-1.8) Airdrie (-3) Moose jaw (-1.1) 
80 Timmins (-0.9) Penticton (-2.1) Timmins (-3.5) Courtenay (-1.3) 
81 Shawinigan (-1) Midland (-2.4) Georgina (-4.6) Thetford mines (-1.4) 
82 Edmonton (-1.1) Stratford (-2.9) Courtenay (-4.6) Sydney (-1.8) 
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83 Sydney (-1.2) Brockville (-3) Campbell river (-6.5) Campbell river (-1.9) 
84 Regina (-1.2) Moose jaw (-5.9) Rimouski (-6.9) Orangeville (-1.9) 
85 Thetford mines (-1.4) Orillia (-6) Nanticoke (-8.5) Midland (-2.6) 
86 Val-d'or (-1.4) Courtenay (-7.4) Brandon (<= -10) Penticton (-2.9) 
87 Prince albert (-1.4) Owen sound (-7.5) Leamington (<= -10) Stratford (-3) 
88 Milton (-1.7) Nanticoke (<= -10) Sydney (<= -10) Leamington (-4.9) 
89 Medicine hat (-2.5) Duncan (<= -10) Val-d'or (<= -10) Orillia (-6.1) 
90 Alma (-2.9) Thetford mines (<= -10) North cowichan (<= -10) Brandon (-6.8) 
91 Airdrie (-4.2) Val-d'or (<= -10) Rouyn-noranda (<= -10) Lloydminster (<= -10) 
92 Georgetown (-4.6) Sydney (<= -10) Owen sound (<= -10) Nanticoke (<= -10) 
93 Lloydminster (-5.1) Milton (<= -10) Milton (<= -10) Val-d'or (<= -10) 
94 Orillia (-7.3) Airdrie (<= -10) Thetford mines (<= -10) Milton (<= -10) 
95 Guelph (-9.9) Lloydminster (<= -10) Duncan (<= -10) Airdrie (<= -10) 
96 Walnut grove (<= -10) Walnut grove (<= -10) Walnut grove (<= -10) Walnut grove (<= -10) 
97 Windsor (<= -10) Windsor (<= -10) Windsor (<= -10) Windsor (<= -10) 
98 Bolton (<= -10) Bolton (<= -10) Bolton (<= -10) Bolton (<= -10) 
99 Charlottetown (<= -10) Charlottetown (<= -10) Charlottetown (<= -10) Charlottetown (<= -10) 
100 Sept-iles (<= -10) Sept-iles (<= -10) Sept-iles (<= -10) Sept-iles (<= -10) 
 
Table E4. Future projected risk of increase in the return period of historical 250-year floods for 100 
populous Canadian cities (arranged from lowest to highest projected risk). Risk values below -10 
are only presented categorically. 
 
S. No. RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5 
1 Kelowna (0.9) Kelowna (0.8) Calgary (0.8) Saint john's (0.9) 
2 Chicoutimi-jonquiere 
(0.8) 
Sudbury (0.8) Kelowna (0.8) Prince albert (0.9) 
3 Prince albert (0.5) Sault sainte marie (0.5) Georgetown (0.7) Alma (0.7) 
4 Vancouver (0.5) Prince albert (0.4) Val-d'or (0.5) Central okanagan (0.5) 
5 Victoria (0.4) Central okanagan (0.4) Orangeville (0.5) Trois-rivieres (0.5) 
6 North cowichan (0.4) Vancouver (0.3) Granby (0.5) Quebec (0.5) 
7 Duncan (0.3) North bay (0.3) Central okanagan (0.5) Drummondville (0.4) 
8 Kingston (0.2) Saint-jerome (0.3) Lloydminster (0.4) Kelowna (0.4) 
9 Victoriaville (0.2) Quebec (0.3) Grande prairie (0.4) Granby (0.4) 
10 Quebec (0.2) Trois-rivieres (0.2) Sherbrooke (0.4) Victoria (0.3) 
11 Saint-jerome (0.2) Calgary (0.2) Winnipeg (0.3) Ottawa (0.3) 
12 Nanaimo (0.2) Drummondville (0.2) Saint-hyacinthe (0.3) Gatineau (0.3) 
13 Ottawa (0.2) Saint-hyacinthe (0.2) Orillia (0.3) Saint-hyacinthe (0.3) 
14 Saint john's (0.2) Oshawa (0.2) Barrie (0.2) Nanaimo (0.3) 
15 Drummondville (0.2) Campbell river (0.2) Guelph (0.2) Grande prairie (0.2) 
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16 Gatineau (0.2) Ottawa (0.2) Midland (0.2) Saint-jerome (0.2) 
17 Central okanagan (0.2) Granby (0.2) Oshawa (0.2) Georgina (0.2) 
18 Granby (0.2) Gatineau (0.2) Edmonton (0.2) North cowichan (0.2) 
19 Trois-rivieres (0.1) Saint john's (0.2) Ottawa (0.2) North bay (0.2) 
20 Sherbrooke (0.1) Kingston (0.2) Kingston (0.2) Winnipeg (0.2) 
21 Orangeville (0.1) Bowmanville-newcastle 
(0.2) 
Gatineau (0.2) Edmonton (0.2) 
22 Brandon (0.1) Courtenay (0.2) Lethbridge (0.2) Timmins (0.2) 
23 Guelph (0.1) Edmonton (0.2) Airdrie (0.2) Rouyn-noranda (0.2) 
24 London (0.1) Winnipeg (0.2) Bowmanville-newcastle 
(0.2) 
Saint john (0.2) 
25 Saint-hyacinthe (0.1) Nanaimo (0.1) Saint-jerome (0.2) Duncan (0.2) 
26 Grande prairie (0.1) Grande prairie (0.1) Medicine hat (0.2) Victoriaville (0.2) 
27 Oshawa (0.1) Lethbridge (0.1) Alma (0.2) Brockville (0.2) 
28 Winnipeg (0.1) Victoria (0.1) Toronto (0.2) Regina (0.2) 
29 Toronto (0.1) Alma (0.1) Montreal (0.2) Toronto (0.2) 
30 Brockville (0.1) Wood buffalo (0.1) Victoriaville (0.2) Montreal (0.2) 
31 Montreal (0.1) Saint john (0.1) Vancouver (0.2) Vancouver (0.2) 
32 Regina (0.1) Orangeville (0.1) Saint john's (0.2) Lethbridge (0.2) 
33 Saskatoon (0.1) London (0.1) Quebec (0.1) Saint catharines-niagara 
(0.2) 
34 North bay (0) Timmins (0.1) Saint catharines-niagara 
(0.1) 
Saint thomas (0.1) 
35 Halifax (0) Georgina (0.1) Halifax (0.1) Hamilton (0.1) 
36 Stratford (0) Sherbrooke (0.1) Hamilton (0.1) Calgary (0.1) 
37 Hamilton (0) Montreal (0.1) Kitchener (0.1) London (0.1) 
38 Georgina (0) Toronto (0.1) Brockville (0.1) Kitchener (0.1) 
39 Saint catharines-
niagara (0) 
Medicine hat (0) Victoria (0.1) Oshawa (0.1) 
40 Kitchener (0) Brandon (0) London (0.1) Halifax (0.1) 
41 Calgary (0) Leamington (0) Abbotsford (0.1) Abbotsford (0.1) 
42 Campbell river (0) Regina (0) Regina (0.1) Barrie (0.1) 
43 Bowmanville-
newcastle (0) 
Saint catharines-niagara (0) Saskatoon (0.1) Thunder bay (0.1) 
44 Owen sound (0) Kanata (0) Sudbury (0.1) Sudbury (0.1) 
45 Abbotsford (0) Hamilton (0) Thunder bay (0.1) Guelph (0.1) 
46 Thunder bay (0) Rouyn-noranda (0) Chicoutimi-jonquiere (0.1) Brantford (0.1) 
47 Brantford (0) Victoriaville (0) Trois-rivieres (0.1) Chicoutimi-jonquiere (0.1) 
48 Barrie (0) Kitchener (0) Sarnia (0.1) Sarnia (0.1) 
49 Sarnia (0) Halifax (0) Nanaimo (0.1) Sherbrooke (0.1) 
50 Lethbridge (0) Abbotsford (0) Sault sainte marie (0.1) Kanata (0.1) 
51 Sault sainte marie (0) Barrie (0) White rock (0.1) Kingston (0.1) 
52 Peterborough (0) Chicoutimi-jonquiere (-0.1) Kamloops (0.1) Saint-jean-sur-richelieu 
(0.1) 
53 Kamloops (0) Thunder bay (-0.1) Moncton (0.1) Sault sainte marie (0.1) 
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54 Kanata (0) Brantford (-0.2) Saint john (0) Peterborough (0) 
55 White rock (0) Peterborough (-0.2) Saint-jean-sur-richelieu (0) White rock (0) 
56 Red deer (0) Moncton (-0.4) Peterborough (0) Prince george (0) 
57 Cornwall (-0.1) Georgetown (-0.4) Kanata (0) Kamloops (0) 
58 Belleville (-0.1) White rock (-0.5) Brantford (0) Belleville (0) 
59 Fredericton (-0.1) Sarnia (-0.6) Prince george (0) Moncton (0) 
60 Chilliwack (-0.2) Saint-jean-sur-richelieu (-
0.6) 
Belleville (0) Red deer (0) 
61 Chatham (-0.3) Prince george (-0.8) Chilliwack (0) Saskatoon (0) 
62 Sudbury (-0.3) Kamloops (-0.8) Cornwall (0) Orangeville (0) 
63 Salaberry-de-
valleyfield (-0.4) 
Saskatoon (-0.9) Shawinigan (0) Chilliwack (0) 
64 Vernon (-0.5) Red deer (-0.9) Red deer (0) Owen sound (0) 
65 Wood buffalo (-0.5) Belleville (-1.1) Fredericton (0) Cornwall (0) 
66 Sorel (-0.6) Guelph (-1.2) Chatham (0) Shawinigan (-0.1) 
67 Edmonton (-0.6) Chilliwack (-1.4) Vernon (0) Fredericton (-0.2) 
68 Rimouski (-0.6) Cornwall (-1.6) Beloeil (0) Beloeil (-0.2) 
69 Joliette (-0.7) North cowichan (-1.8) Salaberry-de-valleyfield (-
0.4) 
Vernon (-0.5) 
70 Penticton (-0.8) Shawinigan (-1.9) Sorel (-0.7) Chatham (-0.6) 
71 Saint thomas (-1.2) Beloeil (-2.3) Wood buffalo (-0.8) Sydney (-1.1) 
72 Woodstock (-1.6) Vernon (-2.5) Saint thomas (-1.1) Salaberry-de-valleyfield (-
1.4) 
73 Moose jaw (-1.9) Chatham (-3.9) Joliette (-1.2) Sorel (-1.5) 
74 Leamington (-1.9) Salaberry-de-valleyfield (-
4.1) 
Prince albert (-1.4) Wood buffalo (-1.6) 
75 Georgetown (-2.2) Fredericton (-4.9) Georgina (-1.7) Medicine hat (-2.1) 
76 Prince george (-2.3) Brockville (-5.4) North bay (-2.1) Rimouski (-3.2) 
77 Orillia (-3.2) Sorel (-7) Penticton (-2.2) Joliette (-4.1) 
78 Alma (-3.3) Rimouski (-7.2) Drummondville (-2.2) Penticton (-4.8) 
79 Nanticoke (-3.8) Joliette (-7.2) Courtenay (-2.6) Bowmanville-newcastle (-
6.4) 
80 Saint-jean-sur-richelieu 
(-4.4) 
Thetford mines (≤-10) Timmins (-3.5) Courtenay (-7.2) 
81 Thetford mines (-9.5) Saint thomas (≤-10) Stratford (-4.3) Campbell river (-7.6) 
82 Shawinigan (≤-10) Penticton (≤-10) Campbell river (-9.2) Moose jaw (-7.7) 
83 Val-d'or (≤-10) Midland (≤-10) Woodstock (≤-10) Woodstock (-8.2) 
84 Saint john (≤-10) Stratford (≤-10) Sydney (≤-10) Georgetown (-9.8) 
85 Sydney (≤-10) Moose jaw (≤-10) Brandon (≤-10) Midland (≤-10) 
86 Milton (≤-10) Orillia (≤-10) Leamington (≤-10) Stratford (≤-10) 
87 Medicine hat (≤-10) Woodstock (≤-10) Moose jaw (≤-10) Leamington (≤-10) 
88 Timmins (≤-10) Nanticoke (≤-10) Rimouski (≤-10) Orillia (≤-10) 
89 Moncton (≤-10) Duncan (≤-10) Nanticoke (≤-10) Brandon (≤-10) 
90 Airdrie (≤-10) Val-d'or (≤-10) Owen sound (≤-10) Nanticoke (≤-10) 
91 Midland (≤-10) Sydney (≤-10) North cowichan (≤-10) Val-d'or (≤-10) 
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92 Courtenay (≤-10) Milton (≤-10) Rouyn-noranda (≤-10) Thetford mines (≤-10) 
93 Lloydminster (≤-10) Airdrie (≤-10) Milton (≤-10) Milton (≤-10) 
94 Beloeil (≤-10) Owen sound (≤-10) Duncan (≤-10) Airdrie (≤-10) 
95 Rouyn-noranda (≤-10) Lloydminster (≤-10) Thetford mines (≤-10) Lloydminster (≤-10) 
96 Walnut grove (≤-10) Walnut grove (≤-10) Walnut grove (≤-10) Walnut grove (≤-10) 
97 Windsor (≤-10) Windsor (≤-10) Windsor (≤-10) Windsor (≤-10) 
98 Bolton (≤-10) Bolton (≤-10) Bolton (≤-10) Bolton (≤-10) 
99 Charlottetown (≤-10) Charlottetown (≤-10) Charlottetown (≤-10) Charlottetown (≤-10) 
100 Sept-iles (≤-10) Sept-iles (≤-10) Sept-iles (≤-10) Sept-iles (≤-10) 
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Appendix F:  Code used to perform CaMa-Flood model simulations in SHARCNET. 
Code Syntax: 
To run CaMa-Flood model on SHARCNET, set the modules and paths first by running the following 
three commands: 
 
 
 
 
After running the above commands, the system will need to find “gcc” and “ifort” compiler 
automatically. Therefore, you need to modify the “Mkinclude” file to: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
module unload intel mkl openmpi 
 
module load intel/15.0.6  
 
export 
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/sharcnet/testing/netcdf/4.3.2/lib:/opt/sharcnet/netcdf/4.3.2/lib:$LD_LIBRAR
Y_PATH 
RM = /bin/rm -f  
CP = /bin/cp 
# DMPI: activate when using MPI  
# DCDF: activate when using netCDF  
# DEND: activate when endian conversion is needed 
#DMPI=-DUseMPI  
DCDF=-DUseCDF  
#DEND=-DConvEnd  
CFLAGS=$(DMPI) $(DCDF) $(DEND) 
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### gfortran ###  
 
INC = -I/opt/sharcnet/netcdf/4.3.2/include -I/opt/sharcnet/testing/netcdf/4.3.2/include 
LIB = -L/opt/sharcnet/netcdf/4.3.2/lib -L/opt/sharcnet/testing/netcdf/4.3.2/lib -lnetcdff  
#-lnetcdff 
 
CPP = gcc -E $(CFLAGS)  
FC = ifort –openmp 
 
LFLAGS =  
FFLAGS = -O3 -warn all -assume byterecl -heap-arrays  
# FFLAGS = -O3 -Wall -g -ffpe-trap=invalid,zero,overflow,underflow -fbounds-check -
mcmodel=medium -fbacktrace -fdump-core 
### ifoort ###  
#INC = -I/usr/local/include  
#LIB = -L/usr/local/lib –lnetcdf 
 
#CPP = /usr/bin/gcc -E $(CFLAGS)  
#FC = ifort -openmp  
#FC = ifort 
 
#LFLAGS =  
#FFLAGS = -O3 -warn all -assume byterecl -heap-arrays 
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After making changes to “Mkinclude” file as discussed above, browse to gosh folder and run “bash 
compile.sh yes”. You need to set the modules and paths every time you login to SHARCNET. 
CaMa-Flood can take the advantage of multi-core CPU that can be run on a whole compute node. 
There are different cores available for each node like Copper and Orca is set to 24 nodes, on Mosaic 
it should be 20, on Saw it should be 8 nodes. 
# FFLAGS = -O3 -Wall -g -ffpe-trap=invalid,zero,overflow,underflow -fbounds-check -
mcmodel=medium -fbacktrace -fdump-core 
### ifoort ###  
#INC = -I/usr/local/include  
#LIB = -L/usr/local/lib -lnetcdf 
#CPP = /usr/bin/gcc -E $(CFLAGS)  
#FC = ifort -openmp  
#FC = ifort 
#LFLAGS =  
#FFLAGS = -O3 -warn all -assume byterecl -heap-arrays 
### MPI ###  
#INC = -I/opt/local/include  
#LIB = -L/opt/local/lib -lnetcdf  
#FC = mpif90  
#CPP = /usr/local/bin/gcc -E $(CFLAGS)  
#LFLAGS =  
#FFLAGS = -O3 -Wall 
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Following is the code to submit the jobs and run the code. For example, we have run our model 
simulation on COPPER, which has 24 cores per node: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
sqsub -q threaed -n 24 -r 4h --mpp=16g -o outputfile.txt bash global_15min.sh 
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Appendix G.  Location of outputs from this research in FIDS-20 computer  
 
Figure G1. Location of outputs from this research in FIDS-20 computer. 
Output from this research are stored in the “C:\Research material _Ayushi Gaur\Ayushi Research 
Work\Future runoff projection\Multiple GCMs analysis\SHARCNET runs” folder in FIDS-20 
computer. Files shown in Figure G1 present the layout of the files. Flow outputs generated from 
CamaFlood runs on SHARCNET are available in the folder: “Output_SHARCNET”. Annual 
maximum and mean flows for flows generated for historical and future timelines are saved in the 
folder “Annual maximum and mean flow”. Results obtained from the analysis of change in the 
month of extreme flows are in the folder: “Peak month change analysis”. Similarly results from the 
analysis of change in return periods between historical and future timelines are in the folder: 
“Return period change”. Results obtained from flood risk assessment on 100 most populous 
Canadian cities and regulated flow gauging stations are in the folder: “Risk assessment”. Results 
from uncertainty assessment of the projected changes are available in the folder: “Uncertainty 
assessment”. 
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R scripts used to perform different segments of the analysis are available in the folder: “C:\Research 
material _Ayushi Gaur\Ayushi Research Work\Future runoff projection\Multiple GCMs analysis”. 
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